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TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE IN BIODIVERSITY AND
AGRICULTURE: THE INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK AND
NATIONAL APPROACHES IN THE PHILIPPINES AND INDIA
Christoph

An tons *

ABSTRACT
The so-called 'biotechnology clause' of Article 27.3(b) of the WTO-TRIPS Agreement requires from member
states protection for plant mrieties either tlia the patent system or via an 'effective sui generis system' or by a
combination of the two. Many developing countries prefer forms of sui generis protection, which allow them to
include exceptions and protection measures for traditional agricultural practices and the traditional knowledge
of farmers and local communities. However, 'traditional knowledge' remains a mguely defined term. Its
extension to biodit1ersity has trrought a diffusion of the pret1iously clearer link between protected subject matter,
intellectual property and potential beneficiaries. The Philippine legislation attempts a 'bottom-up' approach
focusing on the holistic perceptions of indigenous communities, whereas national economic interests thus far
receive pl10rity in India's more centralist approach. Administratitie decentralisation, recognition of CLLstomaly
rights, disclosure requirements, registers of landraces and geographical indications are discussed as additional
measures, but their implementation is ec/ually challenging. The article concludes that many of the concepts
remain contested and that got1ernments have to balance the new commercial incentitles with the biodit1ersity
considerations that led to their introduction, so that the system can be made sufficiently attractitle for both
knowledge holders and potential users of the knowledge .
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I
BACKGROUND
The legal protection of plant breeders in developed countries goes back to the 1920s and 1930s. 1
More recently, it has expanded dramatically with the various amendments of the UPOV
Convention," and also following the 'biotechnology revolution', which in tum led to a more liberal
use of the principles of patent law for subject matter of a biological nature.) However, while the
debate has advanced rapidly in the industrialised world, it is still relatively new to developing
countries, whose intellectual property systems are still focused on the more conventional and
established forms of intellectual property rights such as trademarks and copyright. As in so many
other fields of intellectual property, the WTO-TRIPS Agreement accelerated the process of
introducing intellectual property rights for plant material to developing countries. The so-called
'biotechnology clause' of Article 27J(b) allows WTO member states to exclude plants and animals
and essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals from patenting, but it
requires the availability of patents for micro-organisms and non-biological and microbiological
processes. In addition, it requires protection for plant varieties, which member states may provide
either via the patent system or via an 'effective sui generis' system or by using a combination of the
two systems. 4
Because of its potential impact on food security, traditional fanning methods and the livelihood of
small-scale farmers in developing countries, the [Jrovision has been among the most controversial
aspects of the TRIPS Agreement. As a consequence, a provision was made for a review of Article
27 J(b) four years after tile WTO Agreement came into force. However, this review process, which
should have taken place in 1999, has been marred by difficulties and even by disagreement over
the meaning of the term 'review.' Some developing countries have brought forward far-reaching
proposals to amend Article 27.3(b). The thrust of such proposals is to prohibit patenting of life
forms and to strengthen the traditional rights of tanners to the use of saved seeds (farmers' rights),
traditional knowledge about plants and farming Inethods and the preservation of biological

I

Sec, e.g., the Plant Patent Act, 35 U.S.c. §§ 161-164 (930).

~ liPav stands for the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants.
I For details, see liONEL BENTLY & BRAD SHERMAJ'l, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY fA \V (2003).
+ For deta.ils, see Margaret Llewelyn, Whic1t Rltlcs in World Trade Law - Patents or PlallC Variety Protection, m
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: TRADE, COMPETITION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 303-339 (Thomas Cottier &
Petros C. Ma\Toidis eds., 2003).
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diversity.5 Developed country members of the WTO, on the other hand, have argued that any
review of Article :2. 7.3(b) should only concern the implementation of the provision. For developed
COllntry members with advanced biotechnology industries such as the US, the aim is rather to
eliminate the exclusion from patentability of plants and animals and to restrict the freedom for
developing countries to develop their own su.i generis systems for plant variety protection by relying
as far as possible on the UPOV Convention in its 1991 version.

Possible elements of such sui generis protection systems and their relationship to forms of
traditional knowledge are the subject of this article. In view of the concerns of developing
countries regarding patents in this field, many countries so far show a preference for sui generis
protection for pbnt varieties to the patenting option or a blending of the two systems.
The article will begin with an explanation and an update of the international framework of the
debate and of the terminology Llsed for various forms of traditional knowledge, which is essential
for an understanding of the national efforts that are undertaken in this field. It will then analyse
UPOVas the "ready-made" solution to implement plant variety protection and disclLss alternative
models and additional provisions that provide practical solutions. Finally, it will provide two case
studies of national approaches, that of the Philippines and India. The examples show quite
different policy approaches, a more decentralised approach focusing on indigenous peoples in the
Philippines and a more centralised approach to the administration of farmers' rights and access to
biodiversity in lndia. Some of these differences are less accentuated if one examines the actual
implementation of the policies. In addition, with the recently released Protection, Conservation
and Effective Management of Traditional Knowledge Relating to Biological Diversity Rules of
2009, India also attempts to move to more decentralised mechanisms for access to traditional
knowledge and benefit sharing. The Philippine experience indicates, however, that too stringent
conditions may scare off potential applicants and that for the system to operate successfully, it is
important to find the right balance between the interests of knowledge holders and tIle
expectations

5

0['

users seeking access.

See UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD) & INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR

TRADE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOP~IENT (ICTSD), RESOURCE BOOK ON TRIPS AND DEVELOPMENT 396-397 (:~OO5)

(submission to tlle WTO Council by the African Group of Countries in 2003).
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II
THE INTERNATIONAL FRAME\VORK FOR TRADITIONAL KNO\VLEDGE,
ACCESS TO GENETIC RESOURCES AND PLANT VARIETY PROTECTION
While the use of intellectual property law related to life forms expanded, [)articularly in
industrially advanced countries, there has been a tightening of access to the biological resources
necessary for biotechnological research in the most bio diverse countries of the world, which are
predominantly developing countries. Thus, while the non-binding International Undertaking on
Plant Genetic Resources of 1984 still regarded plant genetic resources as "heritage of mankind"
and as freely accessible and exchangeable,6 the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBO)
gave nation states "the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies" (Article 3, CEO) and provided that "the authority to determine access to
genetic resources rests with the national governments and is subject to national legislation" (Article

15(1), CBO).7 The CBO discourages neither biotechnological research (Article 19, CBO) nor
intellectual property rights (Article L6(2), CBO). However, intellectual property rights should be
"supportive of and not run counter to" the objectives of the CBO (Article 16(5)). Resource-rich
parties are required to "endeavour to create conditions to facilitate access to genetic resources for
environmentally sound uses" (Article 15(2), CBO), while technologically advanced users shall
provide access to and transfer of technology relevant for or resulting from the sustainable use of
genetic resources (Article 16, CBO) as well as participation in relevant research projects (Article

15(6), CBO). Access to such resources shall be on "mutually agreed terms" (Article 15(4), CBO)
and with "prior informed consent" (Article 15(5), CBO) and shall lead to fair and equitable
sharing of "the results of research and development and the benefits arising from the commercial
and other utilization of genetic resources" (Article 15(6), CBO). Importantly, while the
International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources and the subsequent Plant Genetic
Resources Treaty are confined to plants for food and agriculture, tlle CEO extends also to plants
for medicinal and pharmaceutical purposes. Indeed, desire by providing countries of genetic

Michael Blakeney, Intellectual Property Aspects of Traditional Agricultllral Knowledge, in IP IN BlODIVERS[TY AND
AGRICULTURE 44 (Peter DrallOs & Michael Blakeney eds., 2001); Carlos Correa, Access to PlaTH Genetic Resonrces and
Intellecwal Property Rights, in IP IN BIODIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURE 105 (Peter Drahos & Michael Blakeney eds.,
2001).
J The shift in the CBD was preceded by similar resolutions at the FAO conferences in 1989 and 1991 that added
AllLlexes to the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources. See Gregory Rose, International Law of
Snstainable Agriculture in the 21" Century: [{esonrces for Food and AgricuJwre, 15 GEO. INT'L ENVfL. L. REV. 583, 602
(2003).
6
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resou rces to share in the profits made from pharmaceutical research was a substantial reason ~~or
the negotiation of Article 15.8
While the parties to the convention are of course nation states, the CBD foresees an important
role for indigenous and local communities. According to Article 8(j) of the CBD, each party,
subject to its national legislation, is required to "respect, preserve and maintain knowledge,
innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles
relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider
application with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and
practices and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such
knowledge, innovations and practices." [n other words, parties to the Convention are required to
pass on the benefits of the Convention and to replicate benefit-sharing mechanisms at the local
level.
The shift to national sovereignty over biological resources has been further reaffirmed in the
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA), negotiated
under the auspices of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). [n creating a
multilateral system of access and bellefit sharing, the parties "recognize the sovereign rights of
States over their own plant genetic resources for food and agriculture, including that the authority
to determine access to those resources rests with national governments and is subject to national
legislation" (Article 10, ITPGRFA). However, in contrast to the CBD, the [TPGRFA relates only
to

plant genetic resources for food and agriculture and the multilateral system covers essential food

crops listed in Annex I of the Treaty. The Treaty promotes a standard material transfer agreement
(MTA) with certain mandatory provisions,9 including the limitation of access to fooel and
agriculture related purposes of utilisation and conservation for research, breeding and training
(Article 12.3(a), [TPGRFA), a prohibition for the recipients to claim intellectual property rights or
other rigllts limiting facilitated access (Article 12.3(d), ITPGRFA), the continuous process of
making available conserved resources by the recipients (Article 12.3(g), ITPGRFA) and the
payment of an equitable share of the benefits arising from the commercialisation of products
incorporating accessed materials to a Trust Account established by the Governing Body of the
Treaty (Article 13.2(d)(ii), ITPGRFA). The last mentioned article also provides that the Governing
[d. at 607.
TIle predecessors of these MTAs are to be found in rhe agreements between the FAO and the Inrernational
Agricultural Researcll Centres (lARCs) within the Consultati\'e Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR). See mpra note 7, <1.t 595.

8

9

20101
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Body may decide to establish different levels of payment for various categories of recipients and
may decide to exempt small fanners from developing countries or countries with economies in
transition from such payments.
In contrast to the bilateral mechanisms thus far available under the CBO, the access and benefit
sharing mechanism promoted by the ITPGRFA is a multilateral system. Since payments to the
envisaged trust fund are not mandatory for material "available without restriction", payments are
mandatory mainly for plant patent holders, but not necessarily for holders of plant breeders'
rights. to Under the circumstances and given the absence of the main patenting nations US and
Japan from the rTPGRFN l , the available funds under the system will remain very small and are
unlikely to even cover the administrative costs of the treaty.12 And while the lTPGRFA still covers
in its Annex approximately 80-90 per cent of the most vital crops, a number of vital crops were not
included, because specific developing countries were not willing to add them to the list. l3
Similar to the CBO and the earlier International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources, the
ITPGRFA recognises the traditional knowledge of local and indigenous communities and of
fanners in Article 9 on 'Fanners' Rights. ' In particular, it encourages national governments to
realise fanners' rights by protecting and promoting traditional knowledge relevant to plant genetic
resources for food and agriculture, the right to equitably participate in sharing benefits from the
utilisation of plant genetic resources and the right to lJarticipate in decision making at the national
level on the conservation and sustainable use of food and agriculture related plant genetic
resources (Article 9.2, ITPGRFA). However, the treaty language is couclled in the most qualified
terms. Parties have to protect and promote farmers' rights "in accordance with their needs and
priorities" and "as appropriate, and subject to national legislation." Article 9.3 of the treaty
reserves

the traditional

t~lflners'

privilege

to

"save, use,

exchcwge and sell

farm-saved

seed/propagating material, subject to national law and as appropriate."

10 See Charles R. McManis & Eul Soo Seo, The Interface of Open Source and Proprietary Agriwltural Innovation: Facilitated
Access aml Benefit·Sharing nnder [he New FAO Treaty, 30 WASH. ll. ].L. & POL'Y 405,452-453 (2009) (it is argued that
UPOV-compliant plant \'ariety protection as welt as intellectual property rights with sufficiently broad 'experimental
use' pri\'ileges will not 'limit facilitated access' under Article 12.3(d)).
II TIle United States signed the treaty in 2002, but did not mm'e fllfther to accession, apprO\'al, acceptance and
ratification. See List of Contracting Parties, http://w\\.w.fao.org/Legal/treaties/033s-e.htm (last l"isited 6th July 20 to).
I, See supra note lO, at 460 (quoting a calculation by the NGO I3erne Declaration that on tlle basis of an estimated
seed market of $30 billion in 2019, income from benefit-sharing will be as little as $2.3l million per year.
D As for example with the inclusion of soybeans that was objected to by China. For this aspect of the debate and for
further examples, see supra note 7, at 6 t6. See also supra note 10, at 460 (prO\'ides further examples).
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Of the various provisions of the treaty, the obligation not to claim "intellectual property or other
rights that limit the facilitated access to the plant genetic resources for food and agriculture, or
their genetic parts or components, in the form received from the Multilateral System" has been
controversial. While the provision has been interpreted as not covering intellectual property rights
to germplasm modified by the recipient, l4 the provision is regarded as one of the reasons for the
absence from the treaty of both the US and Japan, the two main countries active in the patenting
of life forms.
Since the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002, an international
regime for access and benefit sharing is further being negotiated in the Ad Hoc Open-Ended
Working Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing of the Convention on Biological Diversity. The
latest meeting of the Working Group in Cali, Colombia, in March 2010 produced a revised Draft
Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising
from their Utilization. The Working Group hopes to finalise negotiations on the Draft Protocol in
time for the next Conference of the Parties of the CBD in Nagoya, Japan, in October 2010. l5

III
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROTECTED SUBJECT MATTER, TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERlY RIGHTS AND THE BENEFICIARIES OF
ANY FORM OF PROTECTION
The term "traditional knowledge" is used in the international debate in various forms, with often
widely diverging coverage of subject material, different elements of the intellectual property system
and with different stakeholders and beneficiaries, tlle interests of whom do not always coincide. It
is, therefore, necessary at the outset to gain some understanding of the meaning of the term for the
purposes of this article. l6 A widely used first working definition stemmed from a WIPO study of
I~ Michael Blakeney, Bioprospecting and Biopiracy, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY At'lD BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 393, 417
(Burton Ong ed., 2004). TIle interblretation llinges on the term 'in the form recei\'ed' whicll was one of the most
contentious issues during tlle treaty negotiations, see supra note 10, at 453.
15 Conference of the Parties to the CBO, Ad Hoc Oblen-ended Working Groubl on Access and Benefit-Sharing, Report
of tlte First Part of the Nintlt Meeting of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefit-Sharing, U.N. Doc.
UNEP/CBO/WG·ABS/9/3
(Ablr.
26,
2010), available at
llttp://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/abs/abswg·
09/official!abs\\'g-09-03-en.pdf.
16 Whether at least 'broad, non-exhausti\'e and non-exclusi\'e definitions' are necessary or whether a more loosely
worded terminology is sufficient remains contested. As for traditional cultural expressions, see Christoph Alltons,
What is 'Traditional Cultural Expression!' - IntelTlational Definitions and their Application in Developing Asia, I WlPO ]. 103,
104 (2009) (the statements of the representati\'es of New Zealand and Singapore, on the one hand, and of Nigeria, on
the other hand).
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200 l l7 on the needs and expectations of traditional knowledge holders, which in turn was based
on fact-finding missions to various parts of the world undertaken in 1998 and 1999. 'Traditional
knowledge' according to this working de fin ition comprised "tradition-based literary, artistic or
scientific works; performances; inventions; scientific discoveries; designs; marks, llames and
symbols; undisclosed information; and all other tradition-based innovations and creations
resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields." This
working definition was clearly inHuenced by a more holistic understanding of traditional
knowledge as encompassing forms of art as well as knowledge about the healing effects of plants
and about the environment. This understanding is particularly common among many indigenous
societies, which are not using elaborate writing systems to transmit tlleir knowledge. Here, art
forms such as songs, stories, dances and paintings are frequently used to collectively memorise the
knowledge and to transmit it to following generations. As a result, cultural expressions and objects
and their included traditional knowledge acquire a secret and sacred status in some indigenous
societies L8 that makes it difficult to distinguish between artistic expressions and scientifically
relevant knowledge in the way that intellectual property lawyers are familiar with. L9

That the character of the holders of the knowledge and the culture and forms of life of the
community are important in defining traditional knowledge follows from a further clarification
from the WIPO report. Accordingly, "tradition-based refers to knowledge systems, creations,
innovations and cultural expressions which: have generally been transmitted from generation to
generation; are generally regarded as pertaining to a particular people or its territory; and are
constantly evolving in response to a changing environment." Since the knowledge pertains to a
particular people or its territory, there is, therefore, a crucial link between the knowledge and its
particular holder(s) that is very different from the neutral forms of ownership in other areas of
17

World lntellt'ctual Prop. Org. IWIPOI, !nrellectllal Property Need.s and Expectation.! of Traditional Knowledge Holders:

W!PO Report on Fact-finding Missions on !ntellectllal Property and Traditional Knowledge (1998·1999) (April 200 I), available

at http://www.wipo.int/tk/en/tk/ffm/report/indt'x.html (follow links 'Part I' + 'Part 2' + 'Annex').
\8 Jurg Wassmann, The Politics of Religioll.s Secrecy, in EMPLACED MYTH: SPACE, NARRATIVE AND KNOWLEDGE IN
AIl0RIGINAL AUSTRALIA AND PAPUA NEW GUlNEA (Alan Rumsey & James r. Weiner eds., 200l); Eric Kline
Silverman, From Totemic Space to Cyberspace: Transformations in Sepik River and Aboriginal Anstralian Myth, Knowledge, and
Art, in EMPLACED MYTH: SPACE, NARRATlVE AL'lD Kt"lOWLEDGE IN ABORIGINAL AUSTRALlA AND PAPUA NEW GUINEA
(Alan Rumsey & James F. Wt'iner eds., 200 I).
\9

Darell A. Posey, Can Cnlwral Rigl~ts Protect Traditional ClIlwral Knowledge and Biodiversity!, in CULTURAL RIGHTS AND

43 (Halina Niec ed., 1998); Christoph Antons, Traditional Culwral Expression.! and Their Significance for
Development in a Digital Environment: Examples from Australia and Southeast Asia, in INTELU;CTUAL PROPERTY AND
TRADlTIONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSlONS IN A DlGITAL ENVIRONMENT 288 (Christoph Beat Graber & Mira Burri·
Neno\'a eds., 2008); Christoph Antons, Traditional Knowledge in Asia: Global Agenda5 and Local S,lbject" in REGULATlON
IN AslA: PUSHlNG BACK ON GLOBALIZATION 66 Gohn Gillespie & Randall Peerenuoom eds., 2009).
\VRONGS
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intellectual property law. Identifying the holders of traditional knowledge becomes not just a
practical necessity for the purposes of obtaining consent and for implementing forms of benefit
sharing, but it also defines the "traditional" character of the subject matter. In other words,
whether a certain form of knowledge is regarded as "traditional" will depend on the lifestyle,
customary laws and forms of transmission used by its "owner" or "holder."20

Prior to any discussion about traditional knowledge in the context of biological diversity, farming
practices and knowledge about the environment, the area of concern was largely "folklore", Le.,
the protection of traditional forms of art and cultural expressions. This discussion goes back to the
1960s, when developing countries began to realise that their folkloristic material, in particular in
the form of music, was being popularised and commercially exploited by companies from the
industrialised world. 21 At the time, the discussion produced WIPO and UNESCO-sponsored
model provisions for the protection of folklore and the Tunis Model Law for the Protection of
Folklore of 1976. The first extension of the concept of traditional knowledge came with the
emergence of the concept of farmers' rights in FAO Resolution 4/89. They were further defined in
FAO Resolution 5/89 as "Rights arising from the past, present and future contribution of farmers
in conserving, improving and making available Plant Genetic Resources, particularly those in the
centres of origin/diversity. These rights are vested in the International Community, as trustees for
present and future generations of farmers, for the purpose of ensuring full benefits of fanners and
supporting the continuation of their contributions ... ". 22 With the arrival of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, the concept of traditional knowledge was again further extended to include
the "knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying
traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity."2}
The CBD promoted the now widely required forms of benefit-sharing and prior informed consent
as ethically important pre-conditions for the use of traditional knowledge. Of equal importance
was, however, the fact t!lat the COLwention broadened the perspective from folklore to traditional
knowledge and its impact on biodiversity and the environmeLlt. As far as plant material was
concerned, tlle focus was now no longer only on agricultural foodstuff and the relatively settled
~o See also WIPO, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE (FREE INl'ORMATION PRODUCT BOOKLET No.2), available at http://www.wipo.int/freepuolications/en/tk/920/wipo_puo_920.pdf.
~I Michael Hale\\'ood, Indigenolls and Local Knowledge in International Law: A Preface to SILi Generis Intellectual Property
Pl'Otection, 44 MCO[LL L.J. 953,967-968 (1999)
~~ See Carlos Correa, O/lOOns for the Implementation of Farmers' Rig/us at the National Level 4 (S. Ctc., T.R.A.D.E. Working
Paper No.8, 2000).
~j Conwntion on Biological Di\'ersity art. 80), June S, [992,1760 U.N.T.S. 79.
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communities of traditional fanners and plant breeders. Biodiversity meant broadening the focus of
the protected subject matter to plants related to, for example, forestry or pharmaceutical use 24 and
to the people involved in their conservation and development, often forest dwellers and nomadic
people, in many countries termed 'indigenous' because of their longer relationship with the land
in comparison to a mainstream population that had arrived in later waves of migration.

However, while such knowledge may be held by people identifiable as indigenous, this is by no
means a necessity. Just as folkloristic material may be provided by indigenous communities as well
as by local non-indigenous communities inhabiting particular parts of a country, traditional
knowledge about plants or the environment can now be held by indigenous people or by
traditional healers or by fanners using traditional methods of farming particularly well suited to
the local environment. Plants used in traditional medicines, for example, are sourced from forests
as well as from private herbal gardens and, with increasing commercialisation of such medicines,
also from commercial farms. 25 Anthropologists have further pointed out that the previous
distinction between lowland t~Hmers and forest conserving tribal people in the uplands in
countries such as Thailand can no longer been maintained. While farmers have long begun to
supplement their income with additional swidden agriculture in areas formerly regarded as tribal
domains, tribal people have equally become agricultural labourers on farms outside of their tribal
territories. 26 Thus, with the widening of the scope of potential holders of traditional knowledge,
the focus has to some extent moved away from locally confined living communities (which to some
degree has always been a legal fiction as people, including 'indigenous' people, are of course
mobile) to the nation state. Traditional knowledge about fanning or healing (arguably both forms
of 'sustainable use') may well be held throughout a particular country and may be incorporated
into national culture. Examples include Chinese traditional medicine, Indian ayurvedic medicine
or Thai traditional medicine.
Thus, the extension of traditional knowledge to biodiversity in the CBO has brought a diffusion of
the previously clearer (although by no means easily to establish) link between protected subject
matter, intellectual property involved and the potential beneficiaries. Protectable subject matter
!4

SLLpra note 10. As McManis and Seo point Ollt, approximately half of the world's medicines are estimated to contain

compounds of plant origin.
!5

Christoph Antons & Rosy Antons-Sutanto, Traditional Medicine and Intellectual Property Rights: A Ca.se Swdy of the

Indonesian JamH Ind"stry, in TRADlTIONAL lG"lOWLEDGE, TRADITlONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSlONS AND INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAW IN THE ASlA-PACIFIC REGION 363, 365 & 369 (Christoph Antons ed., 2009).
TlM FORSYTH & ANDREW WALKER, FOREST GUARDlAJ"lS, FOREST DESTROYERS: THE POLrrICS OF ENVIRONMEN rAL

!6

lG"lOWLEDGE IN NORTHERN THAILAND 60-63 & 222 (2008).
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comes in the form of knowledge and innovations relevant for the conservation and sustainable use
of biological diversity. As outlined previously, this may be anything from the knowledge of forest
dwellers or fanners about their environment or healing plants or local breeding conditions to
nation-wide practised forms of traditional medicine using herbs and plants. The identification of
potential right llOlders and benefici<lries has become equally difficult with their being defined now
as "indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles." Finally, the focus on
indigenous communities that often have no written tr<ldition of transmitting their knowledge, has
also meant that the previously clearer distinction between subject matter related to copyright
(folklore) and other forms of traditional knowledge (agricultural plants and biodiversity) has
become problematic in some countries. The use of artistic expressions for the transmission of
knowledge by many of these people means that traditional knowledge from this perspective can
now concern almost any form of intellectual property.
Folklore <lnd fanners' rights have been widely accepted as concepts, although attempts at
implementation have been uneven and often half~hearted and terms such as 'folk' art have
occasionally been criticised as prejudicial, patronizing and outmoded.

27

However, the further

extended form of traditional knowledge leading to some form of "intellectual property in
biodiversity" is for many parties even more difficult to accept or to put into practice. It requires
first of all the recognition that even plants grown in the wild are not really wild but have been
modified by human impact, for eX<lmple, through the deliberate use of fire for cultivation and
regeneration purposes in rainforest areas and through slash and burn agricultural practices by
indigenous and nomadic or semi-nomadic people. In other words, it requires a rehabilitation of
the knowledge and practices of such forest dwellers, which thus far has been often blamed in
official discourses for tlle destruction of forests. 28 It requires, secondly, the recognition of
indigenous and local communities by the national government as groups that are able to hold
rights separ<lte from the mainstream population.

These requirements put many governments in developing countries into a difficult position. On
the one hand, they appreciate the potential value of traditional knowledge, which can be used as a
bargaining tool in negotiations with the industrialised countries. On the other hand, young nation
states regard the promotion of a national identity as important. In countries that are still struggling
~7 Ndson H. H. Graburn, Arts of the Fonrth World, in THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ART: A READER 412, 413-414 (Howard
Morphy & Morgan Perkins eds., 2006).
~B For the llistorical background of such policies, see Nancy Lee Peluso & Peter Vandergeest, Genealogies of the Political
Forest and GL'itomary Rights in Indonesia, Malaysia and Tlwiland, 60 J. ASIAN STUD. 761 (200l).
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to overcome thinking in tribal or community terms and focus instead on considerations at a
national level, it is difficult to recogn ise the preferential interests of local or indigenous
communities that the CSD re(]uires. What's more, many national governments in ~~lct blame
'backward' looking communities for the destruction of the rainforest and of biodiversity through
slash and burn practices and sllifting agriculture. 29 The difficulties in adopting an unequivocal
position on traditional knowledge under these circumstances become visible from the examples in
Asia presented at the end of this srudy. They are also becoming visible from the deliberations at
WIPO regarding the creation of a voluntary fund to enable accredited and indigenous
communities to participate in the debate of the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual
Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore. The governments of India
and Indonesia in particular expressed concern about the use of the terms 'indigenous and local
communities' and the exclusion of civil society at large that this implied. The Indonesian
delegation expressed a preference for tenns such as 'traditional society' or 'society or community
bound by customary law.'JO E(]ually, while voting in favour of the UN Declaration on the Rights of
[ndigenous Peoples in 2007, the Indonesian representative proceeded on the basis of ILO
Convention No. 107 of 1957 "according to which indigenous people were distinct from tribal
people" and concluded that "the rights in the declaration accorded exclusively to indigenous
people and did not apply in the context of Indonesia.'»l
Perhaps recognising the difficulties in adopting a too extended definition, WIPO llas in recent
years moved back to an approach that distinguishes folklore/cultural expressions and what is now
termed "traditional knowledge in the strict sense." In more recent publications, WIPO still
acknowledges the holistic understanding and interrelationship between folklore and traditional
knowledge (TK), but it maintains that the protection of traditional cultural expressions
(TCEs)/folklore "is in practice distinct from but related to" the protection of TK. It was, therefore,
necessary, to produce a second publication focusing on "the complementary protection of TCEs"

,9 For a critical assessment of such gowrnment positions, see CIVILIZING THE MARGINS: SOUTHEAST AsiAN
GOVERNHENT POLICIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITIES (Christopher R. Duncan ed., 2004).
10 WIPO Secretariat, Second Draft Report 011 Eightlt Session of tlte Intergovernmental Committee on InteUecwal Property and
Genetic Resolfrces, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, 26-27, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/8/15 Pro\·?' (Oct. 5, 2005), available at
http://\\"ww.wipo.int/edo{"s/lI\docs/tk/en/wipo~rtkCic_8/wipo_grtkUc_8_15_pro\'_2.pdf
(for the Indian position,
see 30, 40 & 48).
JI See Press Release, U.N. General fusembly, General fusembly Adopts Declaration on Rigllts of Indigenous Peoples;
'Major Step Forward' Towards Human Rights for All, Says President (Sept. 13,2007), available at
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2007/gaI06l2.doc.htm (statement of tIlt' Indonesian representati\·e in the
United Nations General fusembly).
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whereas the TK ~ublication was to focus "on the protection of TK as such - that is to say, the
content or substance of knowledge. "32

As a consequence, WIPO has

~roduced se~arate draft model ~rovisions for TCEs/folklore and for

TK. In a re~roduction of its document 'The Protection of Traditional Knowledge: Revised
Objectives and Principles', WIPO defines the sco~e of the subject matter in Article 3(2) differently
and in a manner that takes into account criticisms of earlier working definitions. Accordingly,
traditional knowledge cOl1l~rises:
The content or substance of knowledge resulting from intellectual acttvlty in a
traditional context, and includes the know-how, skills, innovations, ~ractices and
learning that form ~art of traditional knowledge systems, and knowledge
embodying traditional lifestyles of indigenous and local communities, or contained
in codified knowledge systems passed between generations. It is not limited to any
technical field, and may include agricultural, environmental and medicinal
knowledge, and knowledge associated with genetic resources. 33
While some countries have ado~ted the holistic a~~roach ex~ressed in the earlier WIPO working
definition,34 this article is ~redominantly concerned with the relationsllip between sui generis
protection for plant varieties and traditional knowledge protection and therefore does not cover
cultural expressions. The remaining forms of traditional knowledge protection and access
legislation related to plant varieties are more difficult to separate, however, and only a few of the
aims for various benefit-sharing mechanisms and encouragement of biodiversity protection can be
realised via sui generis legislation for plant varieties. The following part of this article will begin by
explaining the conce~t of farmers' rights. Agriculture is an area of traditional knowledge
protection in which the identification of the traditional knowledge holders (and their reward or
compensation) has been regarded as com~aratively easier than in some of the other areas. In most
developing countries, traditional knowledge holders are seen as largely identical with local fanners
(indigenous or non-indigenous), as long as they are still practising some form of traditional
l~

Snpra note 20.

11 WIPO Secretariat, Reproduction of Document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/9/5 "The Protection of Traditional Knowledge: Revised
Objecnves and Principles", WlPO/GRTKF/IC/12/5(c) (Dec. 6, 2007), available at

http://,,,'ww.wipo.int/edocs/mdoc.s/tk/en/wipo_grtkCic_ l2/wipo_grtkCic_12_5 _c.pdf.
H See, e.g., in the Philippines, An Act to Recognize, Protect and Promote the Rights of Indigenous Cultural
Communities/lndigenous People, Creating a National Commission of Indigenous People, Establishing lmplementing
Mechanisms, Appropriating Funds Therefore, and for Other Purposes, Rep. Act 83 7l (1997) (Phil.); see allo Rule 2 (\,)
of the Protection, Consef\'ation and Effecti\'e Management of Traditional Knowledge Relating to Biological Di\'ersity
Rules, 2009 (rules drafted by the National Biodi\'ersity Authority of India; the definition of 'traditional knowledge'
includes in the concept a list of cultural expressions).
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farming. J5 The matter may become more controversial again, however, where it concerns forms of
swidden agriculture. As was explained above, governments tend to regard such forms of agriculture
as harmful to the environment.

IV
THE CONCEPT OF FARMERS' RIGHTS
It has often been said that the concept of Farmers' Rights is based on equity considerations to
compensate traditional farmers for their past contributions in improving and making available
Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (PGRFA). While the concept had already been
introduced in FAO discussions in the early 1980s and is now well established, the debate has
recently turned to the CluestiOll of how to best implement fanners' rights. Here, a market based
solution, that is treating Traditional Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (TPGRFA)
as private goods is often contrasted with a compensation solution, in which TPGRFA remain in
the public domain, but the nation states where they occur are empowered to negotiate
compensation for their traditional farming sectors. Because of the difficulties in assessing the value
of landraces and other forms of TPGRFA, the focus in this field has been on compensation
approaches based on equity considerations, so that the use of 'rights' in this context has been
largely symbolic. This means also that the paradigm shift from 'heritage of mankind' to proprietary
concepts has been incomplete. While resources are now under national control, this control has
not yet been further devolved to local communities, cooperatives or individuals. Further, the
Multilateral System of the ITPGRFA, designed to counter the emerging proprietary concepts in
this field, has been described as "a hybrid approach to agricultural innovation, combining open
source and proprietary elements."36

V
ESSENTIAL AND FACULTATIVE ELEMENTS OF A SUI GENERISSYSTEM FOR
PLANT VARIETIES
As the WTO-TRIPS Agreement does not make reference to the UPOV Convention, the UPOV
Acts of both 1978 and 1991 are suitable models for a n.ational sui generis system. However, if a
country wants to join UPOV as such, it must adopt the 1991 version, as the deadline for UPOV

}5 See, e.g., Daniel A1ker &
Franz Heidhlles, Fetrmers' Rigltcs etnd Intellectual Property Rights - Reconciling Conflicting
Concepcs 14-15 (lust. of Agric. Econ. and Soc. Sci. in the T rapies and Subtropies, Discussion Paper No. 2/2002, 2002),
availahle at https://entwickluugspolitik.llni-holtenhe im.de/uploads/media/DP_02_2002_Alker. pdf.
J6 Sllpra note to, at 456.
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members to join the 1978 Act was 24 April 1999. 37 Whether a country wants to join UPOV or
adopt any of its Acts ultimately depends on its capacity and national ambition in the field of plant
breeding. Both Acts promote commercial plant breeding. Because of the protection criteria of
distinctness, uniformity and stability (commonly referred to as the DUS criteria) they have been
criticised for furthering the genetic uniformity of crops and, tllereby, being ultimately harmful to
biodiversity. Both Acts are adequate for a country that has ambitions and realistic hopes for its
plant breeding industry in the near future. The more ambitious and better positioned countries
may want to join UPOV directly and thus have to adopt the 1991 version of the Act. The 1991
version extends the rights of breeders in comparison to the 1978 version. The acts which require
authorisation under U POV 1991 include according to Article 14: productioLl or reproduction,
conditioning for the purposes of propagation, offering for sale, selling or other marketing,
exporting, importing and stocking for the aforementioned purposes. This compares to the still
relatively simple list of rights in Article 5 of UPOV 1978, which is to authorise the production for
purposes of commercial tnarketing, the offering for sale and the marketing of the reproductive or
vegetative propagating material, as such, of the variety.38

More importantly, under UPOV 1991, the rights of the breeder also extend to the harvested
material obtained through the use of propagating material and of "essentially derived" varieties.
This means, first of all, that the so-called 'brmers' privilege' of re-using harvested seed from
protected varieties no longer applies automatically, but it must now be specifically implemented by
a government concerned about traditional fanning practices. [t is, therefore, now regulated as an
exemption to breeders' rights in Article 15 of the 1991 version. Secondly, commentators from
developing countries 39 have expressed concern about the vague criterion of the "essentially derived
variety", which they expect to be settled more often than not through agreement or litigation
fCtther than examination, thereby favouring the stronger party.40 Even among those countries with
ambitions to establish a commercial plant breeding sector, the choice between the two UPOV
versions is, therefore, one of graduation and levelling out of the advantages and disadvantages.
Countries with strong prospects for a commercial plant breeding sector may opt for direct
TSHI~Li\NGA KONGOLO, UNSETTLED lNT ERNATIONAL IN fELLECTUAL PROPERTY ISSUES

64 (2008).
For a comparison of the 1978 and 1991 yersions of UPOV, s~e GRAHA\l OUTFIELD, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS, TRADE AND BIODIVERSITY 26-29 (2000).
39 See Biswaj it Ohar & Sachin ChaturYedi, Introdllcing Plant Breeders' Rig/tIS in India - A Critical E1JaLIlation of the Proposed

37

38

Legislation, 1 J. WORLD INTELL. PROP. 245 (2005).
SlIpra note 10, at 424. McManis and Sea argue that the requirement that an essentially deriYed \'ariety nlllst be

•0

'predominantly deriwd' from a protected \'ariety and the examples of how an essentially deri\'ed \'ariety can be
obtained makes the scope of protection narrower than the one that copyrigllt provides for 'deri\'atiw works.'
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accession to UPOV and adoption of the 1991 version.+! The majority of the developing countries
in Asia will probably be fairly advanced in classical scientific breeding with a strong involvement of
the public sector. Adoption of one of the UPOV versions seems a possibility here, perhaps in some
cases modified along the lines of the various options outlined below.

For countries below that threshold, especially those with a mainly traditional fanning sector and
without any immediate prospects for a successful commercial plant breeding sector, modifications
to the UPOV framework may be advisable. Leskien and Flitner have summarised options for such
modifications in a report for the International Plant Genetic Resource Institute (IPGRl) of 1997. ~2
First, countries may define the subject matter of protection more widely in their own interest. A
wider definition of 'plant varieties', for example, would create space for the recognition of
'traditional' or 'local varieties', which are not as uniform as varieties under the UPOV definition
and could be distinguished from these commercial varieties. Moreover, there is nothing in the
TRIPS Agreement preventing countries from extending the protection of a sui generis legislation to
traditional knowledge and t~trmers' rights.~3 Second, TRIPS allows for variation of the so-called
DUS requirements of UPOV (referring to the necessity for IJrotection that a plant variety must be
distinct, uniform and stable). While distinctness is a requirement also under TRIPS, the wording
used should make it IJlain that more than merely 'cosmetic breeding' is required. But apart from
distinctness, TRIPS merely requires that tlle variety is sufficiently identifiable to allow for
registration and protection, so there is some scope for a re-interpretation of the uniformity and
stability requirements or for the setting up of 'second registers' for traditional and landraces. 44
Third, the S1ti genel1s legislation may link the granting of rights to IJroof of prior informed consent
by the providers of gennplasm.~5 In 2003, such a disclosure requirement was proposed by a group
of develolJing countries in the Council for TRIPS as an amendment of the TRIPS Agreement to

H For an excellent 5llII1Illary of the pros and cons of adopting the different options for sui generis protection, see
INTER1'JATIONAL PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES INSTlTUTE (lPGRI), KEY QUESTIONS FOR DEClSlON-:-'[AKERS,
PROTECTION OF PlANT VARlETIES UNDER THE WIO AGREEMENT ON TRADE-RElATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS (1999), available at
http://"" w. bio\"e rs ityinte rnatio nal.orglfi leadmin/b ioyers ityI pub licatio nsl pdfsl41_ Key% 20'1llestio ns% 20for% 20dec
ision-makersopdf.
~l Dan Leskien & Michael Flitner, Intellectual Property Rights and Plant Genetic Resol!rces: Options for a Sl!i Generic System
(lPGRI, Issues in Genetic Resources No.6, 1997), ami/able at
http://\'" w. bimoersityinterna tio nal.org/ fi leadmi nib ioyers ityI pllb Iicationslpdfsl497. pdf.
~J [d. at 48-49.
H

Supra note 42, at 53-54.

~5 Sl!pra note 42, at 56.
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strongly debated in the various forums concerned with traditional knowledge. Industrialised
countries have either opposed the proposal or adopted disclosure requirements that leave the
remedies for failure to comply outside of the patent system and do not lead to revocation of
patents. 47 Fourth, the scope of sui generis protection may range from rights via the 1991 and 1978
UPOV models to the use of PVP seals, depending on the needs and prospects for commercial
plant breeding in a particular country.48 Fifth, any sui generis legislation may be further supported
by measures such as the establishment of community gene funds, registers and databases for forms
of traditional knowledge and the creation of an office of public defender to mediate and intervene
in conHicts between communities and national governments or between states and multinational
corporations.-l9 With a view to some of these options outside of UPOV, analysts have critically
noted, however, that they will have to be assessed against the TRIPS requirement of Article 27 .3(b)
that an 'effective' sui generis system must be provided. 50

VI
OTHER SUPPLEMENTARY MECHANISMS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
There are other supplementary mechanisms to protect forms of traditional knowledge related to
plant varieties and biodiversity that cannot be discussed in detail within the limited scope of this
article. Some of these will be referred

to

again in the context of the case studies from Asia below.

For example, geographical indications may be employed to bring about protection of trad itional
knowledge via symbols akin to trade marks, where other more direct measures of traditional

-16 Silpra note 5, at 398. For a more derailed discussion, see DiSCLOSURE REQUiRHIENTS, ENSURING MUTUAL
SUPPORTiVENESS BETWEEN THE WTO TR1PS AGREEMENT AND THE CBD (Martha Chouchen,,-Rojas et al. eds., 2005).
For a \'ie,,' opposing such disclosure requiremenr" see Jon P. Santamauro, Reducing cite Rhetoric: Recon.sidering che

Relacionsltip of che TRIPS Agreemenc, CBD and Proposed New Pacent DiscloSlLre Reqllirements Relating co Genetic Resoltrces and
TrwLicionaL Knowledge, 29 EUR. lNTELL. PROP. REv. 9l (2007).
-l1 Brendan Tobin, The Role of Customary Law and Practice in che Protection of TraditionaL Knowledge Related to Biological
Diversity, in TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, TRADITIONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSrONS AND lNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY lAw IN
THE AsIA-PACIFlC REGION l27, l40 (Christoph Atltons eel., 2009).
48 Silpra note 42, at 58-62.

Silpra note 42, at 64-65.
Supra note to, at 435; see also supra note 4, at 308 (Llewelyn ncycrtheles,; sees "scope for both imaginative
interpretation and application."); see also Prabash Ranjan, Recent Developments in India's Plant Variety Protection, Seed
Regu.lation and Linkages with UPOV's Proposed Membership, l2 J. WORLD lNTELL. PROP. 2l9, 222-223 (2009) (suggesting

-19
50

that what is 'effective' ,hould not be judged exclusi\'ely from the perspecti\'e of plant Greeders, but also from the
perspectiye of farmer,).
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knowledge protection fail. sl Furthermore, there is the discussion, already mentioned above, about
disclosure requirements for intellectual property rights applications that make use of forms of
traditional knowledge.s~ Finally, there is an emerging debate about tlle importance of forms of
customary law in the context of sustainable development in gelleralSJ and in the context of
traditional knowledge protection in particular. 54 lt has been argued, among other things, that
customary law could provide avenues to overcome the 'tragedy of the commons' theory that open
access by selt~interested individuals necessarily leads to over-exploitation of resources. Rather than
moving to the opposite extreme of privatising resources, proponents of the role of customary law
in sustainable development argue that many customary law systems operate with forms of limited
common property,5s where access to the resources is restricted, for example, to certain seasons or
certain groups at certain times, thus avoiding overexploitation. The discussion about these issues
in the context of traditional knowledge and intellectual property has only just begun and some
reference to the use of customary law will be made in the case studies following. It is important to
note, however, that customary law also faces many obstacles, such as limited recognition within the
state systems of developing nations, the difficulties of creating representative bodies of customary
law communities within the wider national and international setting, the concerns of human
rights lawyers about some customary practices, the question of membership of local societies in an
age of globalisation and extensive migration, and the general difficulties of adapting indigenous
worldviews to the developmental agenda of an industrialising state. S6 Critics have pointed out that,
at first, colonial policies and subsequently internal migration in post-colonial nation states mean
that boundaries of customary communities are now difficult to draw and customary law would
have to be resurrected from a long period of decline. s7 We will return to some of these issues in
the context of the following case studies and in the conclusion to this article.

See Da\'id R. Downes, How Intelkctual Property COHld Be a Tool co Protect Traditional Knowledge, in THE EARTHSCA.l'J
READER ON [NTERNATIONAL AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (KE'\'in P. Gallagher & Jacob Werk5man eds., 2002);
Dwijen Rangnekar, The SocioEconomics of Geographical Indications: A Review of Empirical Evidence from EHrope
(llNCTAD-[CTSD, Projecr on [PRs and SustaiLlable De\'e!opment Series - Issue Paper No.8, 2004), available at
http://ictsd.org/downloads/2008/07/a.pdf.
;, See SlLpra note 47.
13 PETER OREBECH IT AL., THE ROLE OF CUSTOMARY LAW IN SUSTAll ABLE DEVELOPMENT (2005).
54 See WlPO, CllScomary Law & the lntellectltal Property System in the Protection of Traditional Cllltaral Expressions and
II

Knowledge (WIPO. Issues Paper, 2006), available at
http://www.wipo. in t/tk/en/consultations/customaryJaw/issues. pdf
5; For a detailed discussion, see mpm note 53, at 12.
56 For a discussion in relation to some of these problems, see mpra notE' 53, at 338.
Martin Chanock, Branding Identity and Copyrighting Cllltltre: Orientation Towards the CtI~tomary in Traditional Knowledge
Discollrse, in TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, TRADITIONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS AND [NTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAw
[N THE ASlA-PACIFrC REGION 177 (Christopll Antons ed., 2009). For different assessments of sllch problems based on

51
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VII
EXM£PLES FROM ASIA
The following case studies from tlle Philippines and India represent two examples of the different
approaches to traditional knowledge protection currently used in Asia. They range from traditional
knowledge protection as part of a comprehensive protection of indigenous cultural rights, as in the
Philippines, to the protection of specialised segments of traditional knowledge in the national
interest, the approach adopted by the national government in India.

A. THE PHILIPPINES

1. The InteUectual Property Code and the Plant Variety Protection Act
Intellectual property legislation in the Philippines provides only limited recognition for forms of
traditional knowledge. Section 22.4 of the Intellectual Property Code of the Philippines declares as
non-patentable, plant varieties or animal breeds or essentially biological processes for the
production

of plants

or animals

other

than

micro-organisms

and

non-biological

and

microbiological processes. However, the provision explicitly leaves room for the enactment of sui

generis protection for plant varieties and for a system of community intellectual rights protection.
The sui generis option has meanwhile been exercised with the enactment of the Philippine Plant
Variety Protection Act of 2002. 58 The Act follows the 1991 UPOV model. In section 43 (d), it
protects the traditional right of small fanners to save, use, exchange, share or sell their farm
produce of a protected variety, except when a sale is for the purpose of reproduction under a
commercial marketing agreement. The availability of tllis exception is to be determined by the
National Plant Protection Board. The provision further allows exchange and sale of seeds among
small fanners for reproduction and replanting on their own land. Fanning Communities and bona

fide fanners' organisations are further encouraged to build inventories of locally bred varieties to
safeguard them against misappropriation and monopolisation. NGOs have assisted local farming
communities to establish and upgrade such community registers of their local and traditional
varieties.

59

fieldwork in Indonesia, see also TANlA MURRAY LI, THE WILL To IMPROVE: GOVERNMENTALITY, DEVELOPMENT AND
THE PRACTICE OF POLITICS (2007); Franz \"On Benda-Beckmann & Keebet \"On Benda-Beckmann, Between Global Forces
and Local Politics: Reorganisation of Village Government in Indonesia, in GLOBALISATION AJ.'JD RESISTAJ.'JCE: LAW REFORM
IN AsIA SINCE THE CRISIS (Christoph Antons & Volkmar Gessner eds., 2007).
58 An Act to Provide Protection to Nell" Plant Varieties, Establishing a National Plant Protection Board and for Other
Purposes, Rep. Act 9168 (2002) (Phil.).
59 ALYWIN D. M. ARNEjO, THE COMMUNITY REGISTRY AS AJ.'J EXPRESSION OF FAIU"IERS' RIGHTS: EXPERIENCES IN
COLLECTlVE ACTlON

AGAiNST THE

PLANT VARIETY

PROTECTION ACT OF THE PHILIPPINES,

available at
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2. Bioprospeeting under Executit'e Order No. 247
The Philippines has seen a new emphasis on the environment and on biological resources since
the early post-Marcos years. Following the People Power Revolution of 1986, new President
Con1Zon Aquino restructured and reformed the former Natural Resources Ministry, transforming
it into the Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 60 Following the Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro in 1992, Aquino's successor, Fidel Ramos, initiated the Philippine Commission on
Sustainable Development (PCSD), which in turn translated the Earth Summit's Agenda 21 into
the local Philippine version. G1 Also in 1992, Ramos established via RA No. 7586 the National
Integrated Protected Areas System (N1PAS), which designated ecologically sensitive areas such as
sanctua ries, reserves and natural parks.
This was followed by Executive Order No. 247 "Prescribing a Regulatory Framework for the
Prospecting of Biological and Genetic Resources, their By-Products and Derivatives, for Scientific
and Commercial Purposes, and for Other Purposes" of May 1995 (EO 247) and by the DENR
implementing regulations for this order DAO 96-20. EO 247 was deliberately drafted in the form
of Executive Order rather than as a legislative bill to take advantage of the supportive climate for
such legislation under the Ramos administration.G~ EO 247 covered all types of biodiversity
collection, except for traditional use, and it created the Inter-Agency Committee on Biological and
Genetic Resources (lACBGR). Parties interested in bio prospecting in the Philippines had to enter
into a research agreement with a relevant government department on recommendation of the
lACBGR. EO 247 distinguished between commercial research agreements and academic research
agreements. It foresaw certain minimum requirements for commercial research agreements,
including provision for royalty payments, provision of information about discoveries with a
commercial value, involvement of Philippine researchers in research conducted by foreigners and
termination of the agreement after a maximum of three years. Only duly recognised Philippine
universities, academic institutions, domestic and intergovernmental entities were allowed to apply
for a renewable academic research agreement with a maximal duration of five years. Prior informed
http://IH,w.capri.cgiar.org/pdfjGRarnejo.pdf (paper presented at the CAPRi-IPGRI International Workshop on
Property Rights, Collecti\'e Action and Local Conseryation of Genetic Resources, Rome (2003)).
60 WALDEN BELLO ET AL., THE ANTI-DEVELOPMENT STATE: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PERMANENT CIUSIS IN THE
PHILIPPlNES 218 (2004). For a discussion on the policy shifts within DENR under the ,-acious administrations, see
Marites Danguilan-Vitug, Forest Policy ((nd National Politics, in FOREST POLICY AND POLITICS IN THE PHILIPPINES: THE
DYNA.\1ICS OF PARTICIPATORY CONSERVATION 11-39 (Peter Utting ed., 2000).
61

BELLO,

id. at 219; see also DEVELOPING THE NATIONAL BIOSAFETY FRA,\,IEWORK FOR THE PHlLIPPINES 48 (S. Halos et

al. eds., 2004).
6~ KRYSTYNA SWlDERSKA ET AL., DEVELOPING THE PHILIPPINES EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 247 ON ACCESS TO GENETIC
RESOURCES 15 (2001), available at http://www.cbd.int/doc/case-stlldies/abs/cs-abs-order-ph-en.pdf.
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consent of indigenous cultural communities in accordance with customary law was required.
While monitoring

Oll

the ground was the responsibility of the Protected Are<ls and Wildlife

Bureau (PAWB) of DENR, the IACBeR recommended the approval of applications to the
relevant Department Secretaries, decided on the amount of material to be taken and monitored
obserV<lnce of the conditions of the agreements, especially compliance with conditions imposed for
the protection of indigenous and local communities. The Inter-Agency Committee consisted
primarily of staff dr<lwn from the Departments of Environment and Naturrtl Resources, Science
and Technology, Agriculture, Health and

Foreign Affairs, joined by two scientists and

representatives of the National Museum, as well as representatives frorn an NCO and from a
People's Organization (PO) representing indigenous cultural communities.

3. The Indigenolls Peoples' Rights Act
One initial criticism of EO 247 and its implementing regulations was the rather paternalistic
manner of obtaining the prior informed consent of affected communities. 6) In this regard, section
7 of the implementing rules and regulations in DAO 96-20 merely foresaw public notification and
consultation with relevant officials and government agencies. More detailed provisions regarding
the prior informed consent of indigenous people in particular bllowed from specialised
legislation, enacted in 1997 and covering the rigllts of indigenous people. In the context of Asian
governments' policies regarding indigenous people and local minorities, the Philippines is a rather
exceptional case. The concept of indigenous people has a long history in this country and is
constitutionally recognised. G4 The distinction between Christianised Filipinos or Indios, Muslim
Filipinos or Moros and the indigenous non-Christian tribes or infie1es goes back to the Spanish
65
colonial period.
Rule by the United States after 1898 further strengthened the separate
administration of the so-called 'uncivilized tribes' of the archipelago, for which President McKinley
prescribed "the same course followed by Congress in permitting the tribes of our North American
IndirtllS to maintain dleir tribal organization and government."66 From 1903, Bureau of NonOscar B. Zamora, The Philippines: A [hidle on Bioprospeeting l , SEEDLING, JULle 1997, available at
http://w\.lw.grain.org/seedling/index.cfm?id= L3.
6+ On the llistorical backgollnd, see Oprard A. pprsoon, Being IndigenolLS in Indonesia and the Philippines, in TRADlTIONAL
KNOWLEDGE, TRADITIONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSlONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAw IN THE .J\sIA-PAClFIC
REGION L95, 207-209 (Christoph Antons ed., 2009).
65 A discussion of the historical de\'elopment of these classifications ran be found in lsagani Cmz & Anr. v. Sec'y of Env't
& Natrlra[ Res. & Ors., G.R. No. L35.385, (S.c. December 6, 2000) (Phil.) (separate opinion of Puno, ]., available at
http://sc.jlldiciary.goqJh/jurisprudence/2000/dec2000/ l35385_pll no.htm); see also R. ]. May, Erhnicity and Public
Policy in the Pltilippines, in OOVEll.N)"IENT POLICIES AND ETHNIC RELJ\TIONS IN AsIA AND THE PAClFrC .32 L, .324
(Michael Brown & Sumit Ganguly pds., 1997).
66 Id.
63
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Christian tribes became responsible for their administration. Interestingly, the responsibility of
this agency extended not only to animist indigenous people, but also to the Moros of the Mindanao
and Sulu islands in the South of the Philippines.

67

After independence, attempts at assimilation

and integration were made and the 'cultural communities' were constitutionally recognised in the
Constitutions of 1973 and 1987. Today, the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP)
identifies 95 distinct tribes in 14 regions of the country with an estimated population of 12-15
million people. 68 A World Bank study of 2007 pointed, however, to difficulties in establishing
such figures and to discrepancies between lists of indigenous peoples drafted by various
institutions, for example, because of different use of ethnic names or labels.

69

Against this background, it is perhaps less surprising that the Philippines is the only country in
Asia that has made serious attempts to implement protection for a holistic notion of 'community
intellectual rights' and 'cultural and intellectual rights' with elements of both traditional resource
rights and folklore. The vehicle for this protection is currently the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act
of 1997 (IPRA). At the time of its enactment, the IPRA was hailed as landmark legislation in this
area of law in Asia. It provided broad recognition for the rights of Indigenous Cultural
Communities/ Indigenous Peoples (ICC/IPs) to their ancestral domains and to the development
of their cultures, traditions and institutions. To facilitate the exercise of these rights, the
recognition of native title in Ancestral Domains and the granting of Certificates of Ancestral
Domain Title (section 11, IPRA) were required.
Section 5 of the Act explains that the indigenous concept of ownership holds that ancestral
domains are the ICCs/IPs' private but community property, which belongs to all generations and
cannot be sold, disposed or destroyed. 70 This concept also covers traditional resource rights.
Traditional resource rights are further defined in section 3 (0) as tlle "rights of ICCs/IPs to
sustainably use, manage, protect and conserve (a) land, air, water, and lllinerals; (b) plants, animals

James Eder & Thomas McKenna, Minorities in tile Philippines: Ancestral Lands in Tlteory and Practice, in CIVIUZlNG [HE
MARGINS: SOUTHEAST ASlAl'l GOVERNMENT POUClES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITIES 56, 60-6 L (Christopher
R. Duncan ed., 2004); May, supra note 65, at 331.
68 Jose Mencio MoLintas, TIle Philippine indigenolls Peoples' Strnggle for Land and Life: Clwllenging Legal Texts, 21 ARIZ. J.
INT'L& CmIl'. L. 269, 272 (2004).
69 Josefo B. Tuyor et al., TIte Indigenous Peoples Rights Act: Legal and institlltional. Frameworks, Implementation and CltaHenges
in tlte Philippines 34-35 (Sustainable De,'. Dep't, E. Asia & Pac. Region, World Bank, Discussion Paper, 2007); Persoon,
supra note 64, at 206 (quotes estimates from the Lnternational Working Group for Lndigenous Affairs of 8- LO million
indigenous people in the Philippines).
70 See also § 3, Rule IlL (Part 0, NCIP - Administrati"e Order No. 1/1998 (Phil.).
67
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and other organisms; (c) collecting, fishing and hunting grounds; (d) sacred sites; and (e) other
areas of economic, ceremonial and aesthetic value in accordance with their indigenous knowledge,
beliefs, systems and practices."71 The rights to ancestral domains include, according to section 7
(a), the right to claim ownership over lands, bodies of water traditionally and actually occupied by
ICCs/IPs, sacred places, and traditional hunting and fishing grounds. The right to develop lands
and natural resources in section 7 (b) includes the following:
the right to develop, control and use lands and territories traditionally occupied, owned or
used;
the right to manage and conserve natural resources within the territories and uphold the
responsibilities for future generations;
the right to benefit and share the profits from allocation and utilization of the natural
resources found witllin the territory;
the right to negotiate the terms and conditions for the exploration of natural resources in
the areas for the purpose of ensuring ecological, environmental protection and the
conservation measures in accordance with national and customary laws;
the right to an informed and intelligent participation in project formulation and
implementation and to receive just and fair compensation for any damages;
the right to effective government measures to prevent any interference with, alienation and
encroachment upon these rigllts.
A further and more detailed definition of these rights can be found in Rule [Il, Part II, Section 2
of NCIP Administrative Order No.1 of 1998. According to section 2 (a) of this Order, at least 30
per cent of funds received will be allocated to the ICC/IP community for development projects or
provision of social services or infrastructure in accordance with their Ancestral Domain
Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP).
In cases of conflict, section 7 (h) gives priority to customary law as a means for conflict solving with
amicable settlement and judicial procedures in the courts of justice as default mechanisms. This is
further specified in Rule [Il, Part Il, Section 8 of NCIP Administrative Order No.1 of 1998,
according to which conflicts unresolved under customary law are submitted to the NCIP and may
be appealed to the Court of Appeals. Rule IV, Part I, Section 4 indicates that the traditional justice

7t See also § 2, Rule [[[ (Part (1), NCIP . Administrative Order No.
Sustainable De\dopment and Protection Plan (ADSDPP)).

L/ 1998

(Phil.) (refers to the Ancestral Domain
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systems are recognised as lOflg as they are compatibLe with national laws and accepted internationaL
human rights.

The most important rights reLating to intellectual property and biological resources are to be found
in Chapter VI of the Act under the heading 'Cultural Integrity.' Section 29 states generally that
the State shall respect, recognise and protect the rights of ICCs/IPs to preserve and protect their
culture. Section 32 guarantees 'Community Intellectual Rights' including those of various
manifestations of cuLture and the right to restitution of culturaL, intellectual, religious and spiritual
property taken in an unauthorised manner and without prior informed consent.

Section 34 of Chapter VI further provides that ICCs/iPs are:
entitled to the recognition of full ownership and control and protection of their
cuLtural and intellectual rights. They shall have the right to special measures to
control, develop and protect their sciences, technologies and culhlral
manifestations, including human and other genetic resources, seeds, including
derivatives of these resources, traditiollal medicines and health practices, vital
medicinal plants, animaLs and minerals, indigenous knowledge systems and
practices, knowLedge of the properties of fauna and Hora, oral traditions, literature,
desiglls, and visual and performing arts.
A similar, but more extended definition of 'community intellectual rights' is given in Rule H,
Section 1 (j) of the NCIP implementing Administrative Order No. 1 of L998. Accordingly,
community intellectual rights include:
rights of ICCs/IPs to own, control, develop and protect: (a) the past, present and
future manifestations of their cultures, such as but not limited to, (Hch<leologicaL
and historicaL sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies, visual and
performing arts and literature as well as religious <lnel spiritual properties; (b)
science and technology, including but not limited to, human and other genetic
resources, seeds, medicine, health practices, vital medicinal plants, animals and
minerals, indigenous knowledge systems and practices, resource management
systems, agricultural technologies, knowledge of the properties of fauna and Hora,
oral traditions, designs, scientific discoveries; and (c) language, script, histories, oral
traditions and teaching and learning systems.
Indigenous knowledge systems and practices are

tn

turn defined in Rule II, Section L (p) of

Administrative Order No.1 of 1998 as:
systems, institutions, mechanisms and technologies comprising a unique body of
knowledge evolved through time that embody patterns of relationships between
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and among peoples and between peoples, their lands and resource environment,
including such spheres of relationships which may include social, political, cultural,
economic, religious spheres, and which are the direct outcome of the indigenous
peoples' responses to certain needs consisting of adaptive mechanisms which llave
allowed indigenous peoples to survive and tluive within their given socio-cultural
and biophysical conditions."
The same definitions return once again in Rule VI of Administrative Order No.1 of 1998. This
time 'community intellectual property rights' as well as the 'right to protection of indigenous
knowledge systems and practices' are listed among the right to cultural integrity (Rule VI, Section
3). The definitions used in Rule IV, Sections 10 and 14 are largely identical to those elsewhere in
the order except that section 10 (c) adds 'music, dances, connict resolution mechanisms, peace
building processes' and 'life, philosophy and perspectives' to the term 'community intellectual
property.' The rights are to be established in accordance with the Convention on Biodiversity, the
Universal Declaration of Indigenous Peoples' Rights and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Administrative Order No. 1 foresees different procedures for research permits (Rule IV,
Section 15) and for joint undertakings with commercial ventures (Section 17). Violations of the
free and prior informed consent regulations will be subject to penalties under customary law and
fines under both the Indigenous Peoples' Rights Act and Administrative Order No. 1 of 1998.
However, if customary law is applied, cruel, degrading or inhuman penalties, the death penalty and
excessive fines are prohibited (Rule XI, Part III, Section 1 of Administrative Order No.1 of 1998
and section 72 of the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act).
Section 35 requires the free and prior informed consent of the communities in accordance with
customary laws for access to biological and genetic resources, and section 36 encourages the
recognition and promotion of sustainable agro-technological development among ICCs/IPs. The
manner of obtaining free and prior informed consent is regulated in detail in Rule IV, Part III of
the NCIP Administrative Order No.1 of 1998. Section 7 of this part mentions examples wllere
these procedures have to be followed, including the "exploration, development, exploitation and
utilization of natural resources within ancestral domains/lands" and "research in indigenous
knowledge, systems and practices related to agriculture, forestry, watershed and resource
management systems and technologies, medical and scientific concerns, bio-diversity, bioprospecting and gathering of genetic resources." Furthermore, section 8 foresees a Memorandum
of Agreement between proponent, the host ICC/IP community and the NCIP covering benefits,
measures to protect community rigllts, responsibilities of all parties, conditions in case of change
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of proponent where appropriate, and penalties for non-compliance and violations of the terms and
conditions.
The Act further created a National Commission on Indigenous PeopLes with legisLative and
executive powers as the main representative body for indigenous interests. According to section 44
of tlle Act, the powers of the NCIP include the granting of certificates of ancestraL domain title;
the entering into contracts and agreements to achieve the objectives of the Act; the granting of
permits to dispose, utilise, manage and appropriate parts of the ancestraL domain with the approvaL
of the ICCs/IPs; the decision about appeaLs regarding its own decisions and acts and the
promuLgation of impLementing ruLes and reguLations. The main set of impLementing reguLations
followed in L998 via Administrative Order No. I of the NCIP.

While Administrative Order No. 1 of the NCIP reguLated the impLementation of the IPRA in
generaL, Administrative Order No. 3 brought specific guidelines for free and prior informed
consent. In 2002, tlle NCIP issued a revised Administrative Order No. 3 concerning revised
guideLines for the issuance of certification precondition and the free and prior informed consent.

72

This order was again repeaLed by NCIP Administrative Order No. 1 of 2006. This Latest
impLementing regulation distinguished between certification precondition issued by the NCIP for
projects that helVe met all requirements of free and prior informed consent and certificates of nonoverlap for projects that do not affect indigenous peopLes or that fall outside of ancestraL
domains. 73

4. The Traditional and Alternative Medicine Act
Further legisLation introduced in 1997: RepubLic Act No. 8423 of 1997 covers aspects of
traditionaL knowLedge and created the Philippine Institute of TraditionaL and ALternative HeaLth
Care (PITAHC) to accelerate the development of traditionaL and alternative heaLth care in the
Philippines. It provides for a Traditional and ALternative Health Care DeveLopment Fund for these
and other purposes. H However, much of this Legislation is in fact concerned with the integration
of traditionaL and aLternative heaLth care into the nationaL heaLth care system and with safety
standards, coordination and guidelines for such medicines. The inclusion of a definition of
n See NCIP Administrati\'e Order No. 3/2002 (Phil.).

Tuyor et al., supra note 69, at 13.
An Act Creating the Phillipine Institute of Traditional and Alternati\'e Health Care (PITAHC) to Accelerate the
Development of Traditional and Alternative Health Care in the Philippines, Pro\'iding for a Traditional and
Alternati\'e Health Care De\-elopll1ent Fund and for Other Purposes, Rep. Act 8423 (1997) (Phil.).

73
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'alternative health care modalities' specifically acknowledges that the Act is not con filled to
indigenous knowledge and not even necessarily to knowledge having a long tradition in the
Philippines.

[n

spite of occasional references to indigenous societies and the requirement in

section 2 to acknowledge their contributions and to pay royalties to them, the Act does not
establish any specific mechanisms for this lJurpose. The Act defines 'traditional healers' as 'the
relatively old, highly respected people with a profound knowledge of traditional remedies.' While
traditional healers and environmental sector organisations are represented on the Board of the
Philippine Institute of Traditional and Alternative Health Care, there is no specific representation
of indigenolls communities.

5. New bioprospecting guideUnes under Administrati1Je Order No.1 of 2005
On paper, tlle Philippines had a sophisticated bio prospecting and traditional knowledge system by
the late 1990s. In practice, however, implementation of the legislation was disappointing and slow.
Swiderska, Dano and Dubois report only two approvals for research agreements under EO 247
between 1995 and 2001, one of a commercial and one of an academic nature. 75 Developments
under the IPRA were not much better. In fact, the IPRA faced a constitutional challenge shortly
after its enactment. The petition failed after an evenly divided Supreme Court upheld the
legislation in 2000. 76 Land claims remained suspended during this period, however, so that the
implementation of the rPRA was delayed considerably.77 According to a World Bank study of
2007, the NCIP issued 29 certificates of ancestral domain titles from 2002 to 2004. Among the
reasons for the relatively slow progress in issuing these certificates, the study cited lack of technical
expertise in boundary delineation, lack of financial and logistical resources and disputes about
ancestral domains between indigenous and non-indigenous communities as well as among
different groups of indigenous peoples. 78
From 2001 onwards, the new Arroyo adruinistration issued various pieces of legislation that
attempted to harmonise and centralise the dispersed legislation on access to biological resources.
Republic Act No. 9147 "providing for the conservation and protection of wildlife resources and
their habitats, aPlJropriating funds therefore and for other purposes" distinguished again between

/5 SW!DERSKA ET AL., supra note 62, at 28; see «(lsD Cecile Dumol, New Bioprospecting Guidelines in the Philippines
Gune 28, 2005), http://www.pchrd.clost.gOl·.ph/index.php/news-archive/70 (last visited July 9, 20 to).
/6 See [sagani Cruz & Am. \'. Sec'y of Em·'t & Nanlral Res. & Ors., G. R. No. 135385, (S.c. December 6, 2000) (Phil.),
available at Imp:!/ sc.jucliciary.go\·.ph/jurisprudence/2000/dec 2000/ l3 5385.11rm.
77 Eder & McKenna, supra note 67, at 67.
78 Tuyor et aI., supra nore 69, at 48.
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bio prospecting for commercial and for scientific purposes. Since this Act concerned collection
activities within all areas of the country, including areas under the National Integrated Protected
Areas System, these areas potentially overlapped with tlle ancestral domains and lands under the
IPRA, a problem that had already been recognised in the original NIPAS legislation. 79 DENR and
NCIP now jointly issued a memorandum for the harmonisation of the implementation of IPRA
and Environmental and Natural Resources Laws and Policies. 80
Administrative Order No. l of 2005, a further joint initiative of the DENR, the Department of
Agriculture (DA), the Palawan Council for Sustainable Development (PCSD) and the NCIP,
brought a new set of guidelines for bio prospecting in the Philippines. They apply to all bio
prospecting activities in the Philipp ines and to in situ as well as to ex sitL~ collections. The guidelines
also clarifY that they apply to all areas, including ancestral domains and lands that are subject to
the IPRA. Prior informed consent is to be obtained either from ICCs/iPs or, in the case of nonindigenous local communities, from a Barangay Assembly.8l

Under the new guidelines, each bio prospector has to conclude a Bio prospecting Undertaking
(BU) with the DENR and/or the DA, represented by its respective Departmentetl Secretary. There
is a special regulation for activities in the Province of Palawan, where the BU must be co·signed by
the Chairperson of the PCSD. The implementation is largely in the hands of the various
departmental agencies. As for indigenous ancestral domains and lands, the NClP shall assist with
obtaining the prior informed consent of indigenous people and in the negotiation of beneflt
sharing Clgreements. The rules and regulations of the IPRA are to be followed for the securing of
prior informed consent. As for benefit sharing agreements, a minimum bio prospecting fee, which
may be higher if traditional knowledge is concerned, will go to the national government. Royalties
are to be shared between the national government and local governments, if that are foreseen by
local government regulation. Representatives of the various resource providing communities
negotiate the benefit sharing agreemellts and these communities also receive any up-front
payments. The bio prospecting fee will be used for a Wildlife Management or Protected Area
See An Act Providing for the Establishment and Management of National Integrated Protected Areas System,
Defining its Scope and Con'rage, and for Other Purp03es, Rep. Act 7586, § 13 (I992) (Phil.).
80 See Joint DENR·NCIP Memorandulll. Circular No. 2003·1 on Harmonization of the Implementation of the
Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (rPRA) and Em'ironment and Natural Resources (ENR) La",', and Policies (Oct. 3 [,
2003), available at http://\\"\\w.mgb.goy.ph/Files/Policies/DENR·NCIP%20MC%?.02003·l.doc.
81 The Barangay Assembly represents a 'barangay', a traditional Philippine administrative unit, lIsually consisting of
between lOa to 500 families, see JURGEN RULAND, POLlTIK UNO VERWALTUNG IN MEiTRO MJ\NlLA - AsPEKTE DER
HERRSCHAFfSSTABlLlSIER UNG IN ElNEM AUTORITAREN POLlT1SCHEN SYSTEM 120 (1982).
19
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Fund. However, if the fee lS collected for activities in areas under the IPRA, the IPRA also
regulates the manner in whlch the funds will be used. DEN R Administrative Order 96-20 lS
repealed, as is Executive Order No. 247 in so far as it is lnconsistent with the Wildlife Act. The
Inter-Agency Conunlttee on Biologlcal and Genetic Resou rces is dissolved and its functions are
now exerclsed l>y the Secretary of the DENR or DA. Apart from royalties and fees, there lS also
provislon for a rehabilitation/performance bond amounting to 25 per cent of the project cost as
reHected in the research budget. This is to be posted before the bio prospecting activities begin.
The new guidelines foresee a compliance monitoring system Vla annual progress reports and
various certifications for prior lnfonned consent, benefit sharing and collection quotas. Forms for
these purposes are to be found in Annexes to the Administrative Order. Monitoring overseas is to
be undertaken by DFA and DOST. NGOs and POs are equally encouraged to partlcipate in the
monitoring process. Non-compliance with the BU will lead to cancellation/revocation of the
agreement, confiscation of the material, forfeiture of the rehabilitation and performance bond,
lmposition of a perpetual ban on access to biologlcal resources in the Phillppines and lmposltlon
of adminlstrative and criminal sanctions under the Wildlife Act. There is a further provision
allowing for the 'shaming' of the violator in national and international media and the reporting of
the violations to international and regional monitoring bodies. There is nothing, however, in
either the Intellectual Property Code of the Philippines or in Administrative Order No.1 of 2005
providing for the revocation of a patent that has made use of knowledge and of material obtained
under circumstances that violated one or more of the prior informed consent, benefit sharing and
collection quota requirements.

The guidelines exempt scientific research on agro-biodiversity and scientific research on wildlife
under section 15 of the Wildlife Resources and Conservation Protection Act from the application
of the guidelines, but in the latter case they subject any further transfer of material for commercial
purposes to the guidelines. Also exempted is traditional use and subsistence consumption as well
as use of ex situ collections, which are covered by international agreements. Finally, the
development of medicinal plants for traditional and alternative medicine is primarily governed by
the Traditional and Alternative Medicine Act.

For all other bio prospecting purposes, which are defined as "research, collection and utilization of
biological and genetic resources for purposes of applying the knowledge derived there from solely
for commercial purposes", the bio prospecting guidelines apply and the BU has to make reference
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to certain standard terms and conditions contained in Annex I to the Guidelines. These
conditions are very similar to those requested previously under EO 247. Thus, specimens are to be
deposited with various agencies in the Philippines, research is to be in collaboration with
Philippine agencies, ownership is to be retained by the Philippines of all material, and if there are
third party recipients, a material transfer agreement with specified content is to be reached. While
many of these conditions are compulsory,82 some give preference to the BU or the benefit sharing
agreement. Section 9 of the Standard Terms and Conditions requires that "all discoveries and
commercial products made or derived from Philippine biological resources shall be made available
to the Philippine government and resource provider", but only "as may be agreed upon in the
BU." Equally, section 11 requires the royalty-free licensing of technology derived from Philippine
endemic species to the Philippine government through a designated Philippine institution but
provides further that "where appropriate and applicable, other terms may be negotiated by the
parties." In the case of gennplasm exchange, the technology shall be shared with the collaborating
National Agricultural Research systems in line with mission statements of such centres and in
accordance with protocols under international law.

According to the Philippines'

4th National Report to the Convention on Biological Diversity of

2009, NCIP records show that indigenous communities had benefitted by 2007 from 199 projects
in various areas. However, until 2009 no access application had been processed under the 2005
bio prospecting guidelines of Joint Administrative Order No. 1. The report identified as the reason
for the lack of applications, the perception that the regulation was restricting research and the
royalty provisions were a disincentive to research. Consequently, the report identified "an urgent
need to review provisions in the regulation in order to address tlle concerns of both researchers
and regulators.,,83 According to the same report, progress has been made, however, with regards to
the nationwide documentation of indigenous knowledge systems and practices. 84 Administrative
Guidelines to regulate such activities for sustainable traditional and indigenous forest resources
management systems and practices

have meanwhile been

issued in DENR-NCIP Joint

Administrative Order No. 1 of 2008.

8, See § 9.1, Joint DENR-DA-PCSD-NCIP Administrati,'e Order No, l/2005 (Phil.) ("Tlle BU shall contain, in

addition to the negotiated terms of benefit-sllaring, standard terms and conditions relating to compliance Witll
complementary regulations and other basic contractual terms. These terms and conditions are listed in Annex L").

2010 BIODIVERSITY TARGET: THE 4 f1i
NATIONAL REPORT TO THE CONVENTION ON BIOLOG[CAL OIVERSlTY 65 (2009), available at

83

REPUBLIC OF THE PHlLIPPlNES, ASSESSlNG PROGRESS TOWARDS THE

Ilttp://www.cbd.int/doc/world/ph/ph-nr-04-en.pdf.
Id. at 66.
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6. The Draft Bill for Community Intellectual Rights ProtectlOn
Finally, a far-reaching Draft Bill for Community Intellectual Rights Protection was introduced in

2001. Protection extends to parent strains and genetic material discovered or selected and
conserved by local communities; seeds and reproductive material, agricultural practices and
devices, medicinal products and processes, cultural products from local communities and all other
products or processes discovered through a community process. While the draft on the one hand
recognises indefinite rights to the material, royalties for registered forms of traditional knowledge
may only be collected for ten years. Among the beneficiaries of the draft legislation are 't~umer
innovators', defined as:
i. an individual who has provided or was the source of parent strains used in the
development of a new variety; ii. the local community, which has helped to
conserve and develop the genetic stocks which have gone into the pedigree of a new
variety; iii. the residents of an area rich in plant genetic resources from where
breeders or breeding institutions responsible for the new variety have obtained
donors of genes for resistance/tolerance/avoidance to biotic and/or abiotic stress
or other valuable character.
This draft is based on moclellegislation developed by the Third World Network and is apparently
still under consideration in the Philippine Senate, where it has been pending for some years. 8S

B. INDIA
Indian policy makers seem torn between high technology ambitions in areas such as biotechnology
and tlle need to account for a large rural sector. 86 The move from traditional to commercial
fanning is still a matter of hefty debate in India. Many Indian farmers have become heavily
indebted. Press reports indicate that 95 per cent of cotton fanners are struggling with heavy debt
and that an unusual large number have committed su icide over the past few years. 81 At the same
time, commercial fanning in India has been boosted by a number of new laws and amendments,
which India had to enact as a result of the country's accession to the WTO-TRIPS Agreement. The
Indian Government has also taken steps to accede to the UPOV Convention, but these accession
~5

Draft Bill- Community Intl"llectllal Rights Protection Act 011ly 24,2008),
http://www.grain.org/brlj'docid=76 7&lawid= 1469 (last \'isited July 9, 2010).
86 Anand Giridharadas, Growing in India: Food for the World, N.Y. TIMES, May 26, 2006, available at
http://mn\·.nytimes.com/2006/05/26/bllsiness/worldbusinl''ss/26iht-wbfood.1829800.html; K. S. jayaraman, India
Biotech Boom, 436 NATURE 480 (2005); K. P. Prabhakaran Nair, Seeds BilL: A rich harvest for MNCs', HINDU Bus. LINE,
Mar. 30, 2005, available at
http://\\Vlw.thehindllbusinessline.com/2005/03/30/stories/200S033000240900.11tm..
B7 Amdia Gentleman, Despair takes roil on Indian fanners, N.Y. TlMES, May 3l, 2006, available at
http://w~w.nytimes.colll/2006/04/
l 8/world/asia/ 18iht-farmer5.1 S57902.html.
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plans have remained controversial and their current status is unclear. 88 The following part of this
article will discuss changes to laws as well as newer laws and draft laws related to plant varieties and
to associated traditional knowledge. These include amendments to the Indian Patents Act, the
Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act, the Biological Diversity Act, the Seeds Bill
introduced in 2004 and the most recent Protection, Conservation and Effective Management of
Traditional Knowledge Relating to Biological Diversity Rules, 2009.

I. The Indian Patents Act
The Patents Act of 1970 originally excluded methods of agriculture or horticulture from
patentability (section 3(h)). Equally excluded were "any processes for the medicinal, surgical,
curative, prophylactic or odler treatment of human beings or any process for a similar treatment of
animals or plants to render them free of disease or to increase their economic value or that of their
products" (section 3(i)). The Indian courts further interpreted the term "manner of manufacture"
in a restrictive way as exclusively related to processes resulting in non-living tangible products. This
approach was only overturned in 2002 in Dimminaco AG v. ControUer of Patents. 89 For inventions
related to substances intended for use or capable of being used as food or medicine or drug and to
substances prepared or produced by chemical processes, only process patent protection was given;
no product patent was available (section 5).90

With India's entry into the WTO, transitional measures such as mailbox applications and
exclusive marketing rights were introduced at first via an ordinance and then via amendments to
the Patents Act in 1999. 91 In 2002, the Indian Patents Act was substantially amended. Section 3(c)
referring to discoveries of scientific theory was extended to the "discovery of any living thing or
non-living substance occurring in nature." The phrase has been interpreted restrictively as not
including the isolation and purification of living substances or non-living substances involving
human intervention. 92 The reference to plants in section 3(i) was omitted, and a new exclusion
clause 3(j) was added covering "plants and animals in whole or any part thereof other than microorganisms but including seeds, varieties and species and essentially biological processes for
Ranjan, supra note 50, at 230-234.
Sllanti Kumar et aI., India: Patent regime comes of age, MANAGING INTELL. PROP., October 2006: Supplement - AsiaPacific II' Focus 2006, available at http://www.managingip.com/Article.aspx?ArticleID= 13 21297.
90 See Philippe Cullet, Property Rights over Biological Resources: India's Proposed Legislative Framework, 4 J. WORLD INTELL.
PROP. 211 (200 L).
91 Shanti Kumar & Neeti Wilson, Bioteclmology in the limelight, MANAG[NG INTELL. PROP., April 2006: Supplement Life Sciences 2006, available at http://www.managingip.com/Article.aspx!ArticleID= 1321387.
9! Snpya note 89.
88
89
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production or propagation of plants and animals." Commentators have pointed out that the
section, in spite of the negative terms in which it is couched, in fact would allow the patenting of
not only micro-organisms, but also of biotechnological process inventions requiring substantial
human intervention. 93 Importantly, section 3(p) added a further exemption from patentability for
"an invention which, in effect, is traditional knowledge or which is an aggregate or duplication of
known properties of traditionally known component or components." Section 25(j) provides
ground for opposition and section 64(p) the new revocation ground "that the complete
specification does not disclose or wrongly mentions the source or geographical origin of biological
material used for the invention." Under sections 25(k) and 64 (q), the ground for opposition and
revocation is "that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the complete specification was
anticipated having regard to the knowledge, oral or otherwise, available within any local or
indigenous community in India or elsewhere."94 Also newly worded is section 3(b), whicll
henceforth holds non-patentable "an invention the primary or intended use or commercial
exploitation of which would be contrary to public order or morality or which causes serious
prejudice to human, animal or plant life or health or to the environment." The Indian Patent
Office has interpreted this as including "method(s) of adulteration of food."95

Another amendment followed in 2005, which abolished with section 5 the restriction to process
patents for substances and made product patents available. 96 Because of the looming deadline of I
January, 2005 for TRIPS compliance, this latest amendment was initially introduced via an
ordinance and then signed into law in March 2005. 97 Currently still controversial is in particular
section 3(d) of the amended Patents Act declaring as not patentable "the mere discovery of a new
form of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of
that substance or the mere discovery of any new property or new use of a known substance or of

Supra note 91; see also Vandana Shi\'a, TIle Indian Seed Act and Patent Act: Sowing the Seeds of Dictatorship (Feb.
14, 2005), llttp://www.grain.org/bio-lpr/?id~431(last\·isited
July 8, 20 LO); see also Swatt Gola, [MC India -The Patent
Bill :?OOS: Impact on Agriculture (Mar. 22, 2005),
http://india.indymedia.org/en/2005/03/2 10277 .shtml (last \'isited Jlily 8, 2010).
94 On the 2002 amendments, see S. K. Verma, Plant Genetic Uesources, Biological Inventions and InteU.ectrud Property Rights:
The Case of India, in [NTELLECTUAL PROPERTY A,,'JD BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 128, 147-148 (Burton Ong ed., 2004),
9S See Robyn Ott, Patentability of Plants, Animals and Microorganisms in India, 2 OKL<\.. J,L. & TECH. 17 (2004).
96 See the Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005, No, 15 of 2005; see also Gola, supra note 93.
97 Rajnish Kumar Rai, Patentable Subject Matter Reql!irements: An Evaluation of Proposed Exdusions to India's Patent Law in
Light of India's Obligations Under tlte TRIPS Agreement and Options for India, 8 CHL-KENT J. [NTELL. PROP. 41,42 (2008);
Emma Barraclough, India patent reform I!nder attack, MANAGING [NTELL. PROP" February 2005; Donald G, McNeil, Jr.,
India alters lmv on drng patents, N.Y, TIMES, Mar. 24, 2005, available at
http://\\'wlA'.nytimes.com/ 2005/03/24/i nterna tional/as ia/24aids. html.
93
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the mere use of a known b)rocess, machiLle or apb)aratus unless such known b)rocess results

Lll

a

new b)roduct or employs at least one new reactant." The subsequent debate about "second medical
uses" led to a court challenge to the constitutionality and TR[PS compatibility of section 3(d) by
Swiss b)hannaceutiGtl manufacturer Novartis, which was dismissed in 2007. 93 The remainder of the
challenge regarding the rejection of the b)atent ab)plication was recently rejected by the [ntellectual
Property Ab)pellate Board (IPAB), which llears apb)eals from decisions of the Registrar of
Trademarks and Geographical [ndications as well as from

the Controller of Patents. 99

Controversially also mentioning the cost bctor of the drug as being detrimental to patent
protection,lOO the IPAB based its decision mainly on section 3(d) holding that the free form of the
drug was known and that "enhanced efficacy" of the new drug over the know substance had not
been demonstrated. 101

The controversial section 3(d) was also one of the subjects of the report of the Mashelkar
Committee, an exb)ert committee ab)pointed to examine whether it would be TRIPS compatible to:
a) limit the grant of a b)atent for pharmaceutical substances to new chemical entities or to new
entities involving one or more inventive steb)s; and b) to exclude micro-organisms from patenting.
The Committee concluded in its report that such a limitation of the patent would exclude an
entire class of incremental innovations from patenting and would not be TRIPS compliant. [t
would equally not be TR[PS compliant to exclude micro-organisms from patenting. L02

2. The Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act
India's reaction to the requirements of Article 27.3(b), TRIPS is tlle Protection of Plant Varieties
and Fanners' Rights Act (PPVFRA) of 200L. The Act follows largely the 1978 UPOV model, but
commentators have pointed out that it also includes elements of the 1991 UPOV version, such as
Noyartis refuses to back dOli'll in Indian patent dispute Uan. 8, 2007),
http://w\\w.managingip.com/Article! 1257 402/NOI'artis-rt~ fuses-to-back-dOlnl-in-lLHHan-pate nt-<l ispute. html
(last \'isitec1 July 8, 20 lQ); Amelia Gentleman, Setback far Novartis in India Over Dmg Patent, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 7, 2007,
available at http://l.nlw.Llytimes.com/2007/08/07/bu;iness/worldbusiness/07drug.html;Linda L. Lee, Trials and
TRIPS-ulatioru: Indian Patent Law and Novartis AG v. Union of India, 23 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 281, 299 (2008).
99 Lee, id. at 287-288.
LOO Rahul Chaudhry & Aditi Sllarma, India: How IP protection has improved tltis year, NIANAGING INTELL. PROP., Ocrober
2009: Supplement - Asia-Pacific & Middle East 11' Focus 2009 (7'1. ed.), available at
http://www.managingip.com/Articlc.aspx?ArticleID=231l540.
[01 Lex Orbis IntellecuLal Property Resource Centre - Lack of" enhanced efficacy" and High Price deprives Gliwc ai a
Patent, lHtp://wVI"w.lexorbis.com/Lack_oCenhanced_efficacy. hun (last yisited July 8, 20 lO).
10, Lex Orbis Intellectual Property Resource Centre - Mashelkar Committee Report accepted by the Government,
http://~w\\'.lexorbis.colll/Mashelkar_
Committee_Report_accepted_by_the_Gawrnment.hrml (lasr "isited July 8,
20l0).
98
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the possibility to register essentially derived varieties. 103 On the other hand, the legislation attempts
to balance in a rather unique manner the rights of commercial breeders and those of traditional
small-scale and subsistence farmers. The conHicting goals come to expression in the preamble of
tlle Act. On one hand, it speaks of the necessity "to recognize and protect the rights of fumers in
respect of their contribution made at any time in conserving, improving and making available
plant genetic resources for the development of new plant varieties", while on the other hand it
regards plant breeders' rights protection as a necessary precondition "for accelerated agricultural
development" and "to stimulate investment for research and development" as well as to "facilitate
the growth of the seed industry."
Fanners' rights are regulated in Chapter VI of the legislation. Interestingly, alld going beyond
schemes for mere compensation of traditional contributions, the PPVFRA allows for the
registration not only of new and essentially derived varieties, but also of "farmers' varieties" as well
as of so-called "extant varieties." The definitions of these varieties can be collected from section 2.
A "farmers' variety" is defined in section 2(1) of the PPVFRA as "a variety which: (i) has been
traditionally cultivated and evolved by the farmers in their fields; or (ii) is a wild relative or land
race of a variety about which tlle t~umers possess the common knowledge". Farmers' rights are
once again mentioned as a sub-category of "extant variety", which according to section 2(j) is a
variety notlfied under section 5 of the Seeds Act, a farmers' variety, a variety about which there is
common knowledge, or any other variety which is in the public domain. "Extant varieties" are,
therefore, varieties recognised or in existence at the time of the coming into force. The PPVFRA
allows for registration of extant varieties and of humers' varieties (section 14 (b) and (c), PPVFRA),
which, in the case of t~umers' varieties, can be effected by "any farmer or group of brmers or
community of t~mners claiming to be the breeder of the variety" (section 16 (d), PPVFRA). While
the registration requirem.ents for new varieties are novelty, distinctiveness, uniformity and stability
(section 15(1)), novelty has been dispensed with in the case of extant varieties, which need to
conform only to "sllcll criteria of distinctiveness, uniformity and stability as shall be specified
under regulations made by the Authority" (section 15(2)). Of course, "a famer who has bred or
developed a new variety shall be entitled for registration and other protection in like manner as a
breeder of a variety under this Acr." However, fanners' varieties are of course not new, but as a
sub-group of extant varieties they still have to conform to the distinctiveness, uniformity and
LO) See § 23, Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act, 2001, No. 53 of 2001 (PPYFRA); see also supra note
90, at 2l9; see also S. K. Verma, Protection of Traditional Knowledge in tlte SAARC Region and India's Efforts, in

TRADTIONAL KNOWLEDGE, TRADITIONAL CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAw IN THE ASIAPACIFIC REGION

3l5, 330 (Christoph Antons ed., 2009).
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stability (DUS) criteria. Critics have, therefore, concluded that the extent to which farmers will be
able to make use of the registration option may remain quite limited. [Of First statistical figures
discussed below seem to confirm that til is is a justified concern.
Different from established forms of intellectual property rights, the legislation does not provide
some form of royalties enforceable by the fanners against other private parties. Instead, fanners
"shall be entitled in the prescribed manner for recognition and reward from the National Gene
Fund" (section 39(l)(iii), PPVFRA).105 The National Gene Fund is constituted by the Central
Government. Credited to this National Gene Fund are benefit-sharing payments, annual fees paid
to the authorities, money received from compensation claims and contributions to the fund from
national and international organisations and other sources (section 45( 1)(a)-(d), PPVFRA). Rather
than benefit sharing agreements freely negotiated between the users and the breeders of the
fanners' varieties, the legislation foresees a determination of the benefit sharing by a government
authority,

the

Protection of Plant Varieties and

Farmers' Rights Authority (hereinafter

'Authority').

The Authority is regulated in Chapter II of the PPVFRA. It is the main government agency
responsible for plant variety protection and for the registration of the various varieties. Its
composition is prescribed in section 3 (5), PPVFRA. It was being established from the end of 2005
with the appointment of the Plant Varieties Protection and Farmers' Rights Board. 106 The
notification of the Protection of Plant Varieties and Fanners' Rights Regulations followed in
December 2006. In 2007, the Authority began to publish the Plant Variety Journal of India as well
as guidelines for the conduct of the Distinctness, Uniformity and Stability (DUS) testing. Initially,
guidelines for twelve crops were published. According to the website of the Authority,107
registration is now open for 31 crop species.
Statistics on the website of the Authority also indicate that extant varieties other than farmers'
varieties thus far account for the bulk of the Authority's work. This was anticipated in the
Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Regulations of 2006, which in Rule 6 prescribed

105

Srtpra note 94, at 149; Verma, id. at 331.
Verma, S1tpra note 103, at 330-331.

106

Farmers hail PVP & FR Act notification, FIN. EXPRESS, No\'. 14,2005, ltt1ltilaIJle itt

10f

http://~'lw.financialexpress.coml nell's/Far mers%20ha it%20PVP% 20&% 20FR% 20Act%201totificario n% 20%2 0115

9181/.
107 See Protection of Plant Vari<>ties and Farmers' Rights Authority, India - Registration Open For,
http://www.plantauthority.go\..in(lastl·isitE.d Jlily 8, 20 (0).
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the constitution of an Extant Variety Recommendation Committee (EVRC). About 40 extant
varieties covering nine crop species have been registered in 2008-2009. 108 Section 28(1) PPVFRA
confirms the essentially public character of many of the "extant varieties" notified under the Seeds
Act of 1966 when seed production was still largely seen as a task for the public sector. In the case
of an extant variety, "unless a breeder or his successor establishes his right", the Central
Government or the State C;overnment, where notification occurred for a state, shall be deemed to
be the owner of such right. The 1003 applications for registrations of extant varieties contrast with
353 applications for new varieties, which are now under examination or DUS testing. Eighteen
applications for farmers' varieties are equally umler examination.
Where there is an entitlement for recognition and reward from the National Gene Fund, the
Authority fixes the amount of benefit sharing after giving the parties the opportunity to be heard
by taking into consideration the extent and nature of the use of genetic material of the claimant in
the development of the variety and the commercial utility of and market demand for the variety
(section 26, PPVFRA).

Apart from such benefit sharing claims of individual or collective breeders of traditional varieties,
there is further under the heading "rights of communities" in section 41, PPVFRA a right to lodge
a compensation claim against a commercial breeder for the contributions of a community to the
evolution of a variety used in the breeding process. This claim may be raised by any person, group
of persons (whether actively engaged in farming or not) or any governmental or non-governmental
organisation on behalf of any village or local community in India. The decision whether or not to
grant compensation and the amount of compensation is again a discretionary decision of the
Authority. Commentators have raised concerns about the partly overlapping and partly diverging
regulations on benefit sharillg and compensation in the legislation, which lnay give rise to
confusion and disputes. Equally, the lack of real property rights and the dependence on the
Authority in the current scheme have been criticisecl. 109 In particular, it has been observed that tlle
effect of the current legislation is that breeders may have to pay more than once for using
traditional knowledge, because of the overlap between benefit sharing and compensation to the
community. At the same time, commentators have found a "reluctance of Parliament to recognize
that ownership of traditional knowledge rests with the community and to develop legislation from
that perspective", so that "it can safely be concluded that the provisions to protect the traditional

108

PROTECTION OF PLANT VAR[E1[[,S AND FARHERS' RIGHTS AUTHOR1TY, fu'JNLJAL REPORT

available at http://plantallthority.gm·.ill/pdf/AnlluaIReport_08-0gesllm.pdf.
109

Supra note 90, at 220.

2008-2009 (2009),
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knowledge of the fanning community are not going to work to the advantage of these
communities." LID

Apart from the benefit sharing and compensation mechanism, section 39( 1)(iv), PPVFRA also
provides for the traditional farmers' right to reuse saved seed, including to exchange, share or sell
it. Here, however, the legislation follows the 1991 UPOV model in that the fanner is not allowed
to sell branded seed of a protected variety.
Section 39(2), PPYFRA allows for a further compensation claim by farmers against commercial
breeders on the grounds that the performance of a commercial variety remains below the
performance projections that the commercial breeder had disclosed in advance. Again, the
Authority will make the decision about such compensation after hearing the parties. Finally,
commercial breeders need to disclose and acknowledge the contribution of traditional breeders in
their applications. Failure to do so will result in a rejection of the application (section 40,
PPVFRA).

3. The Biological

Di~/ersity

Act

The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 constitutes India's implementation of the provlslons of the
CBD. In its preamble, the Act reaffirms the sovereign rights of states over their biological resources
and explains that it wants to provide for conservation, sustainable utilisation and equitable sharing
of benefits arising out of the utilisation of genetic resources. The Act creates yet another string of
state agencies responsible for permits, guidelines and the supervision of the implementation of the
Act. These agencies are the National Biodiversity Authority (NBA), the various State Biodiversity
Boards (SBB) and, at the local level, Biodiversity Management Committees (BMC), constituted by

panchayats lLI and municipalities. The NBA is largely an inter-ministerial committee with a number
of non-official members to be appointed from the scientific community, industry representatives,
conservers, creators and knowledge holders (section 8). One of the sub-committees of the NBA
may deal with agro-biodiversity, defined as biological diversity of agriculture related species and
Ito N. S. Gopalakrislman, Protection of Traditional Krlcnuledge: The Need for a Sui Generis Law in India, 5 J. WORLD INTELL.
PROP. 725, 735 (2002).
LLI 'Panchayats' is a term widely used in [ndia for dispute resolution institutions that can be caste based, territory or
\'illage based, or tribe based. For details, see 1I pendra Baxi, People's Law in India - The Hindu Society, in ASIAN
INDIGENOUS LAW: IN INTERACTION \VlTH RECElVED LAw 216, 234-256 (Masaji Chiba ed., 1986). TIle panchayat
system finds constitutional recognition in Part LX of the Indian COLlstitution, where panchayats are referred to as
democratic institutions of self-go\"ernment for rural areas with specific responsibilities for economic dewlopment and
social justice at the local b·el.
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their wild relatives (section 13( I)). Responsibilities of the NBA important in this context relate in
particular to the approval of activities under sections 3, 4 and 6 of the Act, dealing with access to
biological resources and associated knowledge; transfer of research results; and acquisition of
intellectual property rigllts (section 18(2)). The NBA further issues regulations and guidelines for
these matters (section 18(2)). It has an advisory role to central and state governments and an
important role in opposing the granting of intellectual property rights on Indian biological
resources or associated knowledge outside of India (section 18(3) and (4)).
State Biodiversity Boards are also inter-departmental committees with additional members drawn
from experts on biodiversity and sustainability. Biodiversity Management Committees at the local
level are constituted to promote conservation, sustainable use and documentation of biological
diversity including preservation of habitats, conservation of land races, folk varieties and cultivars,
domesticated stock and breeds of animals and microorganisms, and chronicling of knowledge
relating to biological diversity. They are only to be consulted by the other bodies in their decision
making processes, although they may levy fees and charges for biological resources collected witllin
their areas (section 41).
The Act has further been supplemented with the Biological Diversity Rules issued in 2004. Much
to the disappointment of local activists and NGOs ~~1Vouring decentralised decision-making and
administration, ll~ the Rules confirmed the central role of the Authority in decisions about access,
knowledge transfer and intellectual property rights. According to Rule 14, it is the Authority that
enters into an agreement regarding access with an applicant "after consultation with the concerned
local bodies" and it is in the Authority's discretion to impose conditions, including the quantum
of monetary and other incidental benefits, restrictions (Rule 16) or to revoke an approval under
certain conditions (Rule 15). Local activists had hoped for a stronger role for the local Biodiversity
Management Committees, whose role remained confined, however, to the collection of data for
the so-called People's Biodiversity Registers and to the giving of advice to the Authority and State
Biodiversity Boards during the granting of approvals (Rule 22). In 2007, panchayat.l and
community representatives submitted over 3000 resolutions to the Prime Minister expressing their
concerns over the reduced role of the Biodiversity Management Committees. LI3
IL~ Biodi(Jersity Act, RILles opposed, HINDU, Dec. 8, 2004, available at
Imp:!/www.ltinduonnet.com/2004/l2/08/stories/2004l208l5390300.htm.
113 The bio.di(Jersity Act is progressive, bILt not foo~proof, F1N. EXPRESS, Apr. 30, 2007, av<tilable itt
http://"·w\\·.filtancialexpress.com/ne\\·s/1lte%20bio-diversiry%20Act%20is%20progressl\·e,%20hllt%2011.ot%20fool.
proof! l06 l30/'
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The Act develops rules for access to biological resources and associated knowledge by
distinguishing between resident Indian nationals, on the one hand, and foreigners, foreign
corporations or corporations with foreign shareholding or under foreign management, foreign
residents and Indian non-residents on the other hand. The latter groupings require the approval of
the National Biodiversity Authority to obtain biological resources occurring in [ndia or associated
knowledge for research or commercialisation or for bio-survey and utilisation (section 3). It is
equally prohibited without approval of the NBA to transfer research results to foreigners or foreign
residents, with certain exceptions for academic purposes and for certain collaborative research
projects to be ou dined in Central Government guidelines (sections 4 and 5).1l4 The relevant
guidelines tor such collaborative projects have meanwhile been notified. ll5 Importantly, the
approval of the NBA is further required for any acquisition of intellectual property rights in or
outside India, if the invention is based on research or information on a biological resource
obtained from India. For patents, this is mitigated by tlle fact that the permission must be
obtained before the sealing of the [.latent, but may come after acceptance of the patent by the
patent authority (section 6(1». Exempted are further applications for plant varieties regulated
under the Plant Varieties Act (section 6(3». The section provides the opportunity for the NBA to
impose benefit sharing fees or royalties or conditions (section 6(2».
The NBA largely determines any benefit-sharing conditions in accordance with mutually agreed
terms and conditions between the applicants and local bodies concerned and benefit claimants
(section 21 (1). While this implies a wide-ranging recognition of individually negotiated
conditions, Rule 20 of the Biological Diversity Rules explains that "the quantum of benefits shall
be mutually agreed upon between the perSOLlS applying for such approval and the Authority in
consultation with local bodies and benefit claimers" (Rule 20(5».
Tile BOA and the Rules empower the AudlOrity also to impose far-reaching conditions, including
the granting of joint ownership in intellectual property rights to the NBA itself or to the benefit
claimants, teclmology transfer, requests for production or research and development (R&D) units
in areas of the benefit claimants, the involvement of Indian scientists, benefit claimants and local
people in R&D activities, the setting up of a venture capital fund for the benefit claimants or the
payment of monetary compensation or non-monetary benefits to such claimants at the discretion
ll~ Verma, supra note 103, at 333.

National Biodiyersity Authority, India· Notifications, http://www.nbaindia.otg/notification.lHtll (last \'isitt'd July
8, 2010). For an earlier critical expression of concerns O\'er tht' effects of the Act on biodiwrsity research, see also K. D.
Prathapan et al., Biological Diversity Act 2002: Shadow of permit-raj over research, 91 CURRENT SCI. 1006 (2006).
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of the NBA (section 21(2)). The formula for benefit-sharing shall be determined on a case-by-case
basis and notified in the Official Gazette (Rule 20(1) and (3)). If the compensation or benefit
sharing is paid in money, the NBA may direct these funds to individuals, groups or organisations
that can be identified as the source of the resource or knowledge. If that is not possible, the
benefits shall be deposited in the National Biodiversity Fund (section 21 (3), BOA, Rule 20(8),
Biological Diversity Rules).
Indian citizens or corporations are treated differently under section 7. Indian citizens and
corporations must give prior intimation to their relevant State Biodiversity Board to obtain
biological resources for commercial utilisation or bio-survey and bio-utilisation. For local people
and communities of the relevant area, growers and cultivators of biodiversity and for practitioners
of indigenous medicine, even this requirement will be dispensed with. The SBBs are responsible
for the granting of approval, where necessary, to Indian citizens for commercial utilisation or biosurvey/bio-utilisation and they also fulfil an advisory role to the state governments (section 23). For
activities, which require only intimation to the SBB, the SBB may at its discretion prohibit or
restrict such activities if it regards them as detrimental or contrary to the objectives of conservation
and sustainable use of biodiversity or to the equitable sharing of benefits (section 24(2)). In other
words, while commercial activities of foreigners are prohibited unless specifically approved, those
of resident Indian nationals are mostly allowed unless specifically prohibited. It appears from
sections 19(2) and 20(1), however, that even Indians must get approval to acquire intellectual
property rights related to the resources/knowledge or to transfer such knowledge abroad.

The Act creates biodiversity funds at national, state and local levels for administration of benefits
to claimants and community benefits, conservation purposes and management of heritage site.
Some of the funds, however, may also be used for purposes of socio-economic development and to
meet expenses incurred (sections 27, 32 and 44, BOA, Rule 20(9) Biological Diversity Rules).
Under section 40, the Central Government after consultation with the Authority is empowered to
exempt any items, including biological resources normally traded as commodities, from the
provisions of the Act. The Act contains penalties for contraventions of the provisions governing
access, knowledge transfer, acquisition of intellectual property rights and intimation to the SBB.
Apart from the concerns of local activists mentioned above, the Indian Biodiversity Act has also
attracted criticism in the academic literature. First, the very lenient treatment of Indian citizens
and especially companies and the limitations to knowledge llOlders vis-it-vis these local interests has
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been noted. LL6 Second, it has been noted that about
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40 per cent of the world-wide accessions for

food crops are in the collections of the Consultative Group for lnternational Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) and lndia is itself highly dependent on access to these resources and to resources from
other regions. 1LI Third, because of a lack of extraterritorial authority, the NBA cannot effectively
monitor applications outside India ltB and it would neither have the time nor the resources to
challenge [Jatents in many foreign jurisdictions. 119 Fourth, the relationship between the
discretionary decisions of the NBA on benefit-sharing and the agreements reached between
ap[Jlicants and knowledge holders remains unclear as does the relationshi[J between the NBA and
SBBs and the BMCs. t20 Fifth, local communities have not automatic right to the benefits, but
depend on the direction of the funds by the authorities. 121 Sixth, benefit sharing and the formula
for it needs fine tuning and the possibility of joint lP ownershi[J as stipulated in section 21, BOA
may hardly be acceptable to multinational companies. L22 Seventh, the legislation promotes a strong
property rights framework under central control with little regard to common property
arrangements. 123 And eighth, in spite of attempts to avoid overla[Js with the plant varieties
legislation, there clearly is such an overlap with regard to agro-biodiversity and related benefitsharing decision making. L24 One commentator concluded, therefore, that the Act "in practice does
not provide effective measures for protection of biological resources and is heavily biased against
the interests of tribal and local communities who are the guardians of associated knowledge."125
The lenient provisions for Indian nationals and especially for Indian industry "even seem to
encourage commercial exploitation of resources rather than giving impetus to the conservation of
biodiversity or to benefit-sharing with the local communities." 126

IL6 Supra note 90, at 216; see also Rajesh Sagar, Intellectual Property, Benefit·Sharing and Traditional Knoqvledge: How
Efjectiq,e is tlte Indian Biological Diversity Act, 20021,8 J. WORLD [NTELL. PROP. 383, 387-388 (2005); see also supra note
Ito, at 740; see also Verma, SIlpra note 103, at 337-338 (in relation to the colltrO\'ersial bt'nefit-sharing arrangements
for the drug 'Jet'Yani' based on traditional knowlt'dge proyidecl by the Kani tribt' of Kerala).
lL) Supm note 90, at 216.
118 Verma, SIlpra note 103, at 334.
119 Supra nott' 90, at 217 & 225; Sagar, supra note 116, at 391.
120 Supra note 110, at 738.
121 Supra note 90, at 218; see also supra note 110, at 739; see also Verma, supra note 103, at 335.
122 Verma, SIlpra note 103, at 335.
123 Supm note 90, at 218; hO"'e\'er, note tht' critical discussion of community intdlectual property rights in Vt'rma,
SIlpra note 103, at 335.
\24 Sagar, SIlpra Llote 116, at 386-387; see also Verma, supra note 103, at 335; see also Ranjan, SIlpra note 50, at 229.
125 Sagar, SIlpra nott' 116, at 400; see also Changes in Bio·Diversity Act song/tt, HINDU, Dec. 30, 2004, available at
http://www.hindnonnet.com/2004/12/30/stories/2004123015730300.htm (appeal from oYer 200 pallcllayats and
seyeral NGGs to strengthen community control O\'er bio-di\·ersity).
\26 [d.
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After the enactment of the BOA in February 2003, it took until 2005 until the necessary expert
committees were formed and procedural guidelines were drafted. 127 Meanwhlle, the N BA has
drafted and published on its website the application forms and standard agreements for access to
biological

resources and/or associated knowledge

for commercial utilization,

access

for

research/bio-survey and bio-utilisation, seeking intellectual property rights, transfer of research
results ~ll1d for third party transfer of bio-resources and/or associated knowledge. L"8 According to
statistics on its website, the NBA approved from January 2006 to August 2008 twenty-four access
applications, transfer of nine research results applications, two-hundred-and-sixty-six intellectual
property rigllts applications, sixteen third party transfers and forty collaborative research projects
under section 5, BOA. The agreement between NBA and the applicants has been signed for
thirteen access applications, transfer of eight research results applications, thirty-three intellectual
property rights applications and fourteen third-party transfer applications. L"9

The Government of [ndia is also undertaking major efforts to establish biodiversity registries and
digital libraries to prevent patenting of [ndian traditional knowledge abroad. These include the
People's Biodiversity Registers, whicll are an important task for the Biodiversity Management
Committees, and the Traditional Knowledge Digital (TKDL), which is currently focused on
traditional medicine and medicinal plants. l3D The TKDL has been translated into English,
Spanish, German, French and Japanese and under a three-year agreement made avallable to patent
examiners at the European Patent Office to assist with their prior art searches. Reportedly, prior
art ascertained on the basis of the TKDL already prevented the patenting of a melon extract
formulation, which is a traditional Indian method of treatment, for the treatment of leucoderma.
The short period of only three weeks was contrasted favourably with the ten years it took Indian
authorities to challenge the patents on neel1l and turmeric.

l3L

It has also been reported that other

developing countries wish to build similar databases and seek assistance from India. m

127 Looking after India's biodiversity, MANAGING INTELL. PROP., July-August 2005: Supplement - India IP Focus :W05,
available at http://www.managingip.com/Article.aspx?ArticleID= 1321448 (interyiew with K. Venkataraman - secretary
ro the National Biodi\'ersity Authority, India).
l28 National Biodiyersity Authority, India - Applications, http://w\\w.nbaindia.org/applications/application.htlll (last
yisitedJuly 8, 20lO); Narional Biodi\'ersity Authority, India - ApprO\'als,
http://,,,w\\·.nbaindia.org/apprO\·als.htm (last \'isited July 8, 20 lo).
129 National Biodiwrsity Authority, India - Status of Applications,
http://www.nbaindia.org/apprO\·als/status_appro\·als.htlll (last visited July 8, 20 10).
DO See Verma, stt/JTU note L03, at 336.
lH Lex Orbis Intellectual Property Resource Centre - India Successfully Blocks Spanish patent on its Traditional
Knowledge,
http://'''l.\w.lexorbis.com/ India_Successfully_Blocks_Spanish_ parent_on_ its_T raditional_ Knowledge.htllll
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4. The Seeds Bi[[
tn 2004, the Indian Government introduced a new Seeds Bill to replace the Seeds Act of 1966.
Since then it has generated LIluch controversy. Government statements on the website of the
Department of Agriculture and Cooperation explained the reasons for the new law. Among the
more important reasons is the creation of a facilitative climate for growth of the seed industry,
boosting of the export of seeds :md encouragement of the import of llseful gennplasm and the
creation of a conducive atmosphere for application of frontier sciences in varietal development
and for enhanced investment in research and developlnent. 133 The latter reason refers especially to
transgenic varieties, which are now included in the draft. The government points out that GM
seeds are generally not notified under the previous Act. As the seeds are very costly and farmers
have sometimes been cheated, there is a need tOr regulation and strengthening of testing and seed
testing laboratories involved. L34 The draft seeks to achieve this by widening the circle of institutions
accredited to conduct agronomic trials and testing, which, besides public centres and universities,
would also include private organisations and private seed testing laboratories.
Whereas under the current legislation only notified varieties have to be registered, all seeds for sale
must be registered under the Seeds Bill. The Bill foresees Central and State Seed Committees as
well as a Registration Sub-Committee to keep a National Register of Seeds. There are provisions
for transgenic varieties and for fines and imprisonment for contravention of the Act and for
providing false information. 135
Critics of the bill argue that traditional and small-scale fanners should be concerned in particular
that it regulates not only the selling, keeping for sale, offering to sell, import or export of seed, but
mentions in the same context also bartering, a typical manner of seed exchange among traditional
. .IS argue d , Ilas t Ile potentia
. 1 to t'u rt 1ler I'Unit
, t Ile avenues f
I1<1t
ltS, It
lor exc
nge '
0 seec1s. 137
t·armers. l36 TI'

(last \'isted July 8, 20 to).
D, Lex Orbis Intellectual Property Resource Centre - MoU between India and US on IPR Protection,
http://,,,"\\w.lexorbis.colll/MoU_between_India3nd_US_on_IPR_Protection.htlll (last ,'isited July 8, 20 LO).
D} New PoLicies Initiation In Seed Sector - Nell' Seeds Bill (Apr. L, 2005),
http://agricoop.nic.in/Policylncenti\·es/NewSeedBill.htlll (last visited July 8, 20 to).
IH Nell' Policies Initiation Ln Seed Sector - Use of Biotechnology in Agriculture (Apr. l, 2005),
http://,,"\\w.agricoop.nic.in/Policylncentives/UseOfBiotechnology.htill (lasr "isited July 8, 20 to).
lJ5 For a detailed comparison between tlle provisions of the Bill and the 1966 Seeds Act, see M. R, MADHAVAN &
KAUSHIKI SANYAL, LEGISLATIVE BRIEF: THE SEEDS BILL, 2004 (2006), available at
http://www.prsindia.org/uploads/media/LL67468389/1egis LL674 77737_legislative_brieCseeds_biU.pdf.
D6 See, e.g., §§ 22( l), 25, 28(0, 38(b), 38(c), 38(d), Seeds Bill, 2004.
III Shi,'a, supra note 93,
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The Bill has further been criticised for its potential contradictions to and undermining of the
provisions of the Protection of Plant Varieties and Fanners' Rights Act. UB For while the Seed Bill
confirms the farmers' privilege that "nothing shall restrict the right of the farmer to save, use,
exchange, share or sell his farm seeds and planting material", this comes with the restriction
"except that he shall not sell such seed or planting material under a brand name or which does not
conform to the minimum limit of germination, physical purity, genetic purity prescribed... ".
Critics point out that this could make farmers anxious about small local sales in village sales and
could prevent the registration of their traditional varieties, which may not pass the required
standards,lJ9 While the Bill is concerned with compensation for brmers if commercial seeds do
not perform to expected levels, it refers potential claimants to the Consumer Protection Act of

1986. 140 However, this is a less straightforward avenue than under similar compensation provisions
in the PPYFRA, in which the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights authority assesses
the case and grants the compensation. This latter avenue would seem far preferable, particularly as
the urban based consumer courts are not very accessible for farmers in rural areas. L4l Observers in
the Indian media concluded, therefore, with regards to the Seeds Bill, 2004 that "public interest
demands that its legal incongruities ,md farmer-unfriendly provisions are corrected before the
Seeds Bill is passed by Parliament."l4! The discussion may soon be back in Parliament, as the
government is expected to table in the next session a report from the Parliamentary standing
committee on agriculture on the Seeds Bill. l43

5. The Protection, Consermtion and

Effecti~'e

Management of Traditional Knowledge Relating to

Biological Diversity Rules, 2009

[n early 20 lO, the NBA released a number of draft amendments and requested public comments,
including on the Protection, Conservation and Effective Management of Traditional Knowledge

l3ala Rm'i, Seeds of Troltble, HINDU, Mar. 8, 2OOS, available at
http://w\\.w.hinduol1Llet.com!thehindu/200S/03/08/stories/2005030801761000.htm.
1J9 OlWN & De\'inder Shatma, India's ne4V Seed Bill, SEEDUNG, July :WOS, available at
http:!h\ww,grain.org/seedling_filesheed-OS-07-S.pdf.
140 See sltpra note U5; see also Shi\'a, mpra note 93; see also id,
141 See mpra note U8,
14~ See supra note U8,
14) MNCs wilt dominate if Seeds Bill adopted: Farmers Associations, Bus. STANDARD, June 29, 2009, available at
http://\\" w. business-s tandard. COL n/i Ildia/news/lllncs-will-do llIi na te-i f-seeds-bill-adopted.farme rsassociatiolls/65912/on; Bhavdeep Kang, Why the US is so keen to sell Bt brinjal to India (Nm·. 19, 2009),
http://bllsiness. rediff.co tIl/ co lu mn/2009/nm/ 19/why-the-us-is.so-keen-to-sell-bt-brinjal-to-indi'l.l1tlll (last \'isited Jlily
7,2010).
IJS
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Diversity

Rules

(subsequently

Traditional

Knowledge

Rules).lH

Commentators are intrigued that this sui generis legislation for traditional knowledge protection is
not introduced as a Bill and as such subjected to parliamentary scrutiny, but as delegated
legislation in the form of rules under the Biological Diversity Act of 2002, Given the broad scope
of some of the provisions, the question has been raised whether this is constitutional. l45 The
Traditional Knowledge provisions go significantly beyond and frequently contradict those of the
Biological Diversity Act. The NBA has just collected public reactions to the Traditional Knowledge
Rules. These reactions were collected jointly with those related to the further debates on an
international regime on access and benefit sharing and on amendments to the Biological Diversity
Act, 2002, and the Biological Diversity Rules, 2004. Since the parent legislation for the Traditional
Knowledge Rules could aL'io be amended, it is unclear at this stage how these various laws and
rules will ultimately relate to each other and which form the Traditional Knowledge Rules will
finally take. Nevertheless, a few preliminary comments can be offered. First, it is interesting to note
that the Rules apply a very wide definition of 'traditional knowledge', which includes traditional
cultural expressions. Thus, 'traditional knowledge' relates not only to "properties, uses and
characteristics of plant and animal genetic resources; agriculture and healthcare practices, food
preservation and processing techniques and devices developed from traditional materials", but also
to "cultural expressions, products and practices such as weaving patterns, colours, dyes, pottery,
painting, poetry, folklore, dance and music." Equally wide is the definition of beneficiaries
belonging to a 'traditional community', which includes "families, people belonging to Scheduled
Tribes as per Article 342 of the Constitution of India, and other notified tribal groups including
nomadic tribes... " TIle inclusion of families shows that tradition is, quite rightly, not supposed to
remain confined to tribal groups. However, in view of the definition of 'misuse of traditional
knowledge' as "access to and/or use of traditional knowledge by persons not belonging to the
traditional community" without license or in breach of licensing terms, it brings back the question
how group/community membership is defined and who decides about membership. This is all the
more important, because the Traditional Knowledge Rules differ from the regulations in the
Biodiversity Act in that they provide for direct negotiations between a user (or 'accessor' in the
terminology of the Rules) and a traditional community and for direct payment of the benefits to
the traditional community,

14+ Pmshant Reddy, TIle National Biodiwrsity Authority invites comments on draft amendments (Feb. 2, 20 10),
http://;picyipindia.blogspot.com/2O LO/02/ national-biocliversity-authority-im'ites.html (last "isited July 7, 20 10).
145 Prashant Reddy, A ConHllem ou the Vires of 'The Protection, ConserYation and Effective Management of
Traditional Knowledge relating to Biological Diversity Rules, 2009' (Feb, 15, 20 10),
http://;picyipilldia.blogspot.com/2O LO/02/comment-on-,'ires-of-protection.html (last visited July 7, 20 La).
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so far strengthen the role of the communities, the national and state

authorities still have the final say in many instances, for example, if traditional knowledge is
already in the public domain, not specifically owned by any particular community or is owned by
communities spread out over more than three states. It gives the NBA decision-making powers
over access by one traditional community to the knowledge of another community, if this is for
earning tlleir livelihood and not for commercial gain. It requires from communities to comply
with the registration requirements of the Traditional Knowledge Register, if they want to receive
benefits. Users, on the other hand, have to await the oLltcome of fairly complicated and potentially
lengthy procedures, involving national and state authorities as well as local communities, to finally
get access. These procedures include a potential waiting period of up to one year to allow states to
set up State Biodiversity Boards and/or Biodiversity Management Committees, where they do not
yet exist. Assessment further involves a report by such committees on such complicated matters as
sustainability of resources, social and environmental implications and potential value of the
knowledge as well as a resource management plan,

VIII
CONCLUSION
The last few decades have seen a shift from an understanding of agricultural and biological
resources as the "common heritage of mankind" to an understanding where such resources are
under the sovereign control of nation states. This has been accompanied by a strengthening of the
intellectual property rights system for biological material in the wake of the WTO-TRIPS
Agreement and more recently on the basis of bilateral Free Trade Agreements between developed
and developing nations. The result has been a further shift in the agricultural sector of developing
countries from public research institutions to private R&D. Under the circumstances, traditional
knowledge and farmers' rights are defended as a crucial counterweight in societies that are still
dependent on the 6rming sector .146

The debate about traditional knowledge protection links up to a larger debate about approaches to
the environment and to sustainable development in developing countries. Here, the failure of
statist planning has led to a move away from top-down solutions to development and to
environmental management and to a search for bottom-up approaches. At first, these were mainly

lj6 Shi\'a, supra note 93; Janak Rana Ghose, The Right to Save Seed (Int'l De,'. Researcb Ctr., Rural Poverty and
Em'ironment Working Paper Serit's - Working Paper No. l3, 2003), available at
http://www.idrc.ca/uploads/user-S/ ll20598313lTIlt'_Right_To_Sm'e_Seed.pdf.
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seen in the form of privatisation and private monopoly rights, but more recently there is also a
renewed interest in limited common property rights of communities and in a revitalisation of
customary law systems. l47
This article has examined two examples from Asia for attempts to implement a system for
traditional knowledge protection using a variety of intellectual property and sui generis mechanisms.
However, there is a significant difference in the approaches llsed in the Philippines on the one
hand and in India on the other hand. The Philippines case study presents an attempt at a bottomup approach focusing on the country's indigenous col111l1unities. Because the country inherited US
administrative models for indigenous communities, it is the only country in East and Southeast
Asia that appears not dissimilar in its approach to the settler societies of North and South
America, Australia or New Zealand. Its legislation for the protection of indigenous peoples' rights
and its regulations for access to biological resources were also the first in this part of Asia and, at
the time, widely praised as model solutions. At the time the Philip[Jines government delJarted from
an ecological perspective inspired by the Rio Earth Summit. Subsequent developments, however,
did not live up to the higll llOpes that the initial legislative measures had generated. For example,
while the Indigenous Peoples' Rights Act gives recognition to 'community intellectual rights', tlleir
concrete im[Jlementation has been lacking. Because of its link to issues of indigenous selt-~
determination and land claims, the legislation soon came under pressure from powerful mining
interests. Further, the holistic understanding of 'community intellectual rights' did not lend itself
to any concrete implementation in the form of mainstream intellectual [Jroperty laws. What
remains is a centrally administered bio pros[Jecting and access legislation safeguarding the need for
prior informed consent from and benefit-sharing with indigenous communities as far as their areas
are concerned. The results thus far have been disappointing, because no a[J[Jlications were
submitted since the bio proslJecting rules were revised in 2005 indicating that their stricter
conditions may scare off potential applicants.

In contrast to the Phili[Jpines, India has from the outset taken a much more centralist approach to
traditional knowledge. India belongs to a group of countries that have resisted attempts by
international organisations to focus on 'indigenous people' and prefers to speak of 'local and
indigenous communities.' Not surprisingly then, and also in view of the differences in economic
structure between India and the Philippines, the focus of the debate in India is on agricultural
biodiversity and on fanning, with fanners' rights featuring [Jarticularly prominently in the
IH

See, e.g., snpra note 53, at 245 & 338.
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Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers' Rights Act. While tllis Act allows for the registration of
t~lrmers' varieties, it falls shorr of establishing a real property right of tanners to their knowledge

and instead makes them dependent on the national authority for most benefit sharing and
compensation claims. Confirming the nationalist and centralist approach further, the Biological
Diversity Act distinguishes sharply between foreign and Indian national access to biological
resources and leaves local communities with little protection against the latter group of users and
with little immediate influence in negotiations about benefit-sharing. This would change to some
extent, if the Traditional Knowledge Rules drafted under the Biodiversity Act in 2009 and
currently presented for public discussion would fine! approval. The Rules decentralise the
negotiation process over access and benefit sharing and strengthen in so far the role of
communities. Otherwise, however, national and state authorities retain a central role and the
procedures are overall quite complicated and bureaucratic, which in the end could put off
potential users and traditional communities alike from using the system.
Developing countries seem torn between a desire to develop high tech and biotechnology
industries and a need to look after the interests of a large traditional tanning sector. It is in this
latter context that traditional knowledge has received great significance and raised hopes that so far
have rarely been justified by the relatively meagre bwefits. In fact, traditional knowledge may ollly
assist in safeguarding the traditional farming sector or biodiversity, if it is accompanied by policy
decisions that go far beyond the relatively narrow field of intellectual property. [t seems further
important that the focus is redirected towards the original conservationist goals of the CBD. Thus,
if royalties for the use of traditional knowledge are collected at the national or state level, then it is
important that such benefits are passed on to those communities at the grassroots level that are
regarded as the most important stakeholders in the new 'bottom up' environmental protection
models. [t is further important to gain a realistic understanding of the expectations of users and
those who are seeking access, so tllat access regulations do not become overly complicated and
unwieldy for users and knowledge holders alike. The traditional knowledge discussion has
certainly sensitised [P academics and practitioners to imbalances in the system that require
correction. The successful prevention of a traditional knowledge based patent with prior art
information from the Indian TKDL shows that this adjustment process is making progress.
Beyond this, the traditional knowledge debate has put intellectual property into an unt~uniliar
environment where it is no longer concerned with clearly delineated territorial rights in the
modern sector of nation states. The debate takes place at the grassroots level, it involves local
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development pl.. ns as well as l.:OIl\III11nities and their clIstom:uy laws and it is me:tsy :'Il1d inrcnsely

polirkal. Here, ill c1iscliSSiol's <loom det:enrralisarioll, environmentClI problems IIml new
developmellt paradigms, new rights cliSl.:ollrscs emerge that IISC clements from ~lIs(om;lry law;mel
from different rc;tditions- In how far all of Ihis will affect inrellC'Ctual properlY law remains to be
seell, but as increasingly inl1llel\tial developing countries c1ccclltrnlisc, inreUe,:(ulIl property will to
some extent hl\ve to adjust or risk to 1Jecome m:ugillillisecl oUlsiclc of rhe commercial cncbves

or

big dries.

